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Sorting it Out

Vehicles wrecked
at Orchard Trails
Vandals cause thousands in damage
By Tony Reaves
News Editor

4. According to Scripture,
police were still trying to figure out which vehicles were
At least 12 vehicles parked damaged in the incident and
at Orchard Trails sustained what vehicle damage was preexisting. He
damage from a
said more than
group of unidenperson
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"They used a wooden was involved
Sunday
early
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probably
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Michael Mack factor.
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hoping
windows. Sgt.
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involved will
Scott Scripture
"want to come
of the Orono
forward and
Police said the
department had leads but no take responsibility for their
actions," Scripture said. Police
arrests had been made.
The vandalism happened have asked that anyone who
around 4 a.m. Sunday near
See TRAILS on Page 7
Orchard Trails buildings 3 and
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THAT TRASH — Astra Brinkmann, Joshua Parda and Tom Heathco sort and weigh
trash on the mall to determine how much recyclable material students throw away.

STASH

Still no leads in alleged assault
Composite drawing garners numeous responses, suspect still at large
By Brian Sylvester
Assistant News Editor
To date, no arrests have been
made and no one is being
charged in the Oct. 14 assault
of a female University of Maine
student.
"We're following up on a
few leads," said Detective
Sergeant Chris Gardner, who is
heading up the investigation.
He noted that several people
had called in connection with
the composite photo, and that
they were still following up on
the persons indicated in those
calls, but that no formal

charges had been brought.
On Saturday, the female student was assaulted by an
unidentified male, described as
being between 22 and 29 years
of age and between 5 feet 11
inches and 6 feet in height, with
a medium build, slight facial
hair, and short, brown hair. The
suspect allegedly grabbed her
and tried to further assault her
outside of Shibles Hall, but she
broke away from him and
escaped.
The Maine Campus ran a
composite photo of the suspect,
also available online, which
generated a few responses.

The assault was unusual for
the UMaine campus, in that
most assaults do not involve
strangers.
"Generally when we have
assaults, it's alcohol-fueled,"
Gardner said. The assailants
are often formerly acquainted
with the victims.
It was alarming to many students that an assault of this
nature would happen shortly
after such events as Take Back
the Night and Rock against
Rape, both of which are
focused on increasing knowlSee ASSAULT on Page 6

Maine Channel begins
broadcasting programs
By Emily Southwick
For The Maine Campus
Starting Nov. 2, when you tune
into channel 42 on the campus cable
from your dorm room, a shot of the
mall isn't the only thing you'll be
seeing.
"I know everyone loves to see
[the mall],"joked Andrew DeFilipp,
news producer of the "Today,
Tonight and Tomorrow Show." He
is one of many involved that are
excited about the upcoming new —
and more frequently broadcasted —
programs.

Andrew Eldridge, executive producer of the Maine Channel, invites
students to attend the kickoff event,
which will be hosted by Dan
Fredrickson in the Bear's Den in
Memorial Union. The event will
mark the station's first major live
broadcast, and will include free
food, prizes, and a local band for the
enjoyment of the large turnout they
expect
The Maine Channel was created
several years ago, but fell apart due
to lack of funding. Last spring the
See CHANNEL on Page 5

Challengers debate in Snowe's absence
By Tony Reaves
News Editor

CAMPUS PHOTO BY BRIDGETTE HOLMES

BRIGHT IDEAS — Jean Hay
Bright, Democratic Candidate
for the US Senate.

with Maine's values.
"[Snowe] votes for every unnecessary military
expenditure," Slavick said. He went on to describe
Challengers to Sen. Olympia Snowe's seat the problems he saw with the War in Iraq, calling it
debated Monday over which of them was least sim- "a war without an end." Slavick said the purpose of
ilar to the incumbent. Snowe had a
the war was "to feed the militaryindustrial complex," which he said
previous engagement and couldn't
guides U.S. policy.
attend.
Present were Jean Hay Bright "Our presence [in Iraq]
Bright proposed that the United
of the Democratic Party and is exacerbating violence." States set a date within the next
candidate
Bill
Independent
few months to remove troops from
Iraq in order to "get them rested up
Slavick. The two rarely argued
Bill Slavick
and ready for Darfur," where
directly and instead took turns
Independent candidate
Bright said U.S. troops should be
condemning Sen. Snowe's voting
for U.S. Senate keeping the peace. She also cited
record.
the number of soldiers killed in
The 7:30 p.m. debate took place
in Donald P. Corbett Business
Iraq, commenting that the
American troops lost "now outnumber people
Building Room 100. About 50 people attended.
The most prominent issue of the night was the killed in the World Trade Center."
Both criticized Snowe's initial support for the
War in Iraq, which the candidates both oppose.
The two pointed to Snowe's approval of the war as
See DEBATE on Page 2
evidence that the Republican senator is out of touch
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Bill
Slavick, independent candidate for the US Senate.
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GSS debates requiring authorship
Berube: Policy could lead to 'cookie for breakfast' resolutions
By Eryk Salvagglo
Copy Editor
In a session that was less than an
hour long, the student senate sworein two new senators, debated a resolution requiring senators to pass one
resolution a semester, approved two
new clubs and invited everyone at
the University of Maine to a
Halloween party.
The rushed senate meeting
stemmed from a bid to catch guest
speaker Janine di Giovanni, a former University of Maine student
who gave a sobering talk on the
effects of war for the people who
live through it. The event was sponsored by GSS and was introduced
by Vice President of Student
Entertainment and presidential candidate for student senate, Derek
Mitchell. Mitchell himself served as
an embedded reporter in Iraq in
2004, which was noted in passing
by di Giovanni during her talk.
Inside the senate, debate focused
on a bill which was eventually
tabled in the interest of time. The
resolution, proposed by Senator
Andrew Eldridge, would require
each senator to pass one resolution
per academic semester.

"We should be taking a more
pro-active approach with student
concerns. That's why we're here,
that's why we signed up for this,"
Eldridge said.
Senator Gabrielle Berube, who
opposed the resolution, said it
would result in "Bogging down senate with cookie-for-breakfast kinds
of resolutions," stating that the bills
that come out of committees frequently have more "oomph."
Senator Alana Brown noted that
Eldridge had been selected as
"Senator of the Month" in the past
"because he was the only senator
that month to bring up a resolution
relating to something outside the
senate." She said this proved the
need for senators to work harder for
their constituents.
"We're not asking you to skip
your midterm exams," said Senator
William Pomerleau, who is running
for vice president, "We're asking
you to take 10 minutes to write a
resolution."
Because of the desire to adjourn
by 7 p.m., further debate was postponed until next week, when student senators will continue to discuss the merits of the bill while in
costume.

THEMAINyE COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

CAMPUS
Thursday
Civil liberties talk
The
Socialist-Marxist
Studies Series will present
Shenna Bellows, the executive director of the Maine Civil
Liberties Union, who will talk
Civil
"Disappearing
on
Liberties: Abuse of Power
Post 9/11." The talk will take
place from 12:30 p.m. — 1:45
p.m. in the Bangor Room of
Memorial Union.
State representative debate
A debate between state
candidates
representative
Emily Cain and Lance Cowan
will be held at 7:30 p.m. in the
Room, Memorial
Bangor
Union. Sponsored by UMaineUVote.

Processes," at 3:10 p.m. in
140 Bennett Hall.
Saturday
Culturefest
Culturefest, featuring food
from around the world, displays from 25 countries, talent
shows and other attractions,
will be held in the Field House
from 10 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Sunday
Destination Pluto
The Maynard F. Jordan
Planetarium will hold a public
showing of 'Destination Pluto'
at 2 p.m. in Wingate Hall.
Admission $3 or free with
MaineCard.
Monday

Friday
Critical Mass Orono
Critical Mass Orono will
start at 3 p.m. in front of
Fogler Library. Participants
should bring a bicycle and
water.
Operation Keep ME Warm
Operation Keep ME Warm
is looking for volunteers to
help winterize homes for the
elderly and disabled citizens
of Penobscot County. program will run from Friday, Oct.
27 through Sunday, Oct. 29.
Contact Jean Morse at 5813177 for more information.
Climate talk
Peter Koons will present a
colloquium talk on "High
Frequency Cooperation of
Climate
and
Tectonic

Pa LaMarch speech
Green/Independent party
gubernatorial candidate Pat
LaMarche will speak in 100
DPC at 7 p.m. She will talk
about current issues and her
political platform, and answer
audience questions.
Submitting information
Submissions for The Maine ,
Campus Community Calendar
are free and can be sent on
FirstClass to Brian Sylvester
or dropped off in The Maine
Campus office located in the
basement of Memorial Union.
Please include all the important information about your
event. Deadlines for submissions are 9 a.m. Sunday for
Monday publication and 9
a.m. Wednesday for Thursday
publication.

The student senate passed a resolution asking that interested undergraduates come to trick or treat during the Oct. 31 session of the GSS,at
7 p.m. in the Multi-Purpose Room.
The senate hopes to judge students'
costumes and, over the course of
senate business, will choose the best.
The idea was introduced by Senator
Josh Bernstein, who suggested it as a
way of connecting with the general
student body.
Also tackled in the one-hour session was approval oftwo new clubs.
UMaine Out Reach was granted
preliminary approval. It seeks to
reach out to local high schools and
the general community on issues of
gay, lesbian, transgender and bisexual identities, including connecting
GLBT youth to available resources.
The group is independent of Wilde
Stein, another UMaine GLBT
organization, in that it will focus on
the community at large. Wilde Stein
is focused primarily on the UMaine
community.
The other group, the Alpine Ski
Team, received final approval. The
group has 14 racing members under
president Tom Lund, who can be
contacted on First Class for more
information on the group.

DEBATE
From Page 1
war in Iraq and said the United
States' presence was doing more
harm than good to the Middle
East. Bright called the United
States "the most destabilizing
force in the entire region."
"Our presence there is exacerbating violence," Slavick said in
agreement. "Islamic people want
us out of their world."
They clashed somewhat in
answering a question on how to
deal with North Korea, now that
it is a nuclear power. Slavick said
the situation should be handled
delicately, calling North Korea
leader Kim Jong-I1 "an oddball,
to say the least."

ROC discusses hall Halloween
parties, new funding measures
By Jesse Davis
Copy Editor

the month of December.
Earlier in the meeting, ROC
members
unanimously
University of Maine hall approved a funding measure of
governing boards are on the $1,000 for the International
move, according to their week- Students Association's annual
Week.
ly
reports
at
Monday's International
Residents on Campus meeting. Highlighting the week is
Of the 16 halls represented by Culturefest, run by the Office
ROC, six mentioned Halloween of International Programs and
parties already celebrated or in the ISA. During debate on the
the works for the coming week- expenditure, several representatives staunchly supported the
end.
Oxford Hall's governing event.
"The food there is good
board stood out in particular. In
the last week they have sched- enough to validate the price
uled a Halloween party com- tag," said graduate student and
plete with a murder mystery, Estabrooke Hall representative
karaoke, and several other Tom Jones.
Vice
President
Justin
events; scheduled a liquid
nitrogen ice cream social; Labonte made two suggestions
began the process of revising to ROC at the end of the meettheir hall constitution, which ing to stimulate further activihasn't been altered since 1993; ty: take other halls' ideas if
organized a "girl's night out, they think any of them will
guy's night in" during which work in their hall, and put on
the former will go bowling more programs for hall resiwhile the latter stay in the dents.
"Your accounts are there for
dorms and watch sports with
you
to use," Labonte said.
makfree refreshments; started
ing plans for a governing board "Spend the money in them.
retreat; and ordered a new pool Their purpose is to fund events
table, which will arrive during for your residents."
Bright disagreed, advocating
"diplomacy, diplomacy, diplomacy."
"The North Koreans want to
be respected as a peer in the
world community," Bright said.
Bright, an organic farmer and
former reporter for the Bangor
Daily News, got her start in politics in the early '90s as a
Legislative Assistant to Tom
a
was
who
Andrews,
Maine
Democratic
Representative at the time. In
1994, Andrews ran against
Snowe for the U.S. Senate and
lost.
At the Monday night debate,
Bright described herself as "a
staunch anti-war, pro-choice,
pro-labor woman." She pointed
to the successes of anti-war candidates in Vermont and Rhode

Island as evidence that she
could defeat Snowe by riding a
progressive, anti-war backlash
against the Republican incumbent.
Olympia Snowe's politics
brought on one of the night's
few points of contention. Bright
characterized Snowe as "not the
moderate she used to be."
"I don't think Snowe's ever
been a moderate," Slavick
argued. "She's been a tool of the
military-industrial complex ever
since she got there."
The debate was organized by
the UMaine Forensics Team,
which is usually called UMaine
Speech and Debate. Steven
Moran, the team's president,
moderated the debate and
Campus Activities Board provided technical assistance.

Team volunteer day to benefit food banks
By Amanda Macca be
For The Maine Campus
The second annual UMaine
Cares Team Up to Clean Up
will take place Friday, Oct. 27
between noon and 6 p.m. Teams
and individuals are asked to
volunteer their time to help
clean up around campus. For
every person involved, one dollar will be donated to the Good
Shepherd Food Bank in Bangor.
"It's good to get out and help
the community and feed people
at the same time," said Lynette
Dexter, Assistant Director of
Student Employment and the
Bodwell Volunteer Center. The
clean-up is sponsored by Black
Bear Volunteers, Green Campus
Initiative and Residents on
Campus.
Supplies such as rakes,
gloves and trash bags will be
available in the Bodwell
Volunteer Office, second floor
of Memorial Union. Those who
are interested in participating
are asked to contact Dexter to
sign up. Dexter said the event
was successful last year, and it
.. .

is loosely planned. Volunteers
do not have a time commitment
and can take part anytime
between noon and 6 p.m.
Friday.
The project began last year
in response to Hurricane
Katrina. This year, UMaine
Cares is keeping donations
local, due to recent company
closures in the greater Bangor
area.
This year's Team Up to
Clean Up is taking place the
Friday before National Make a
Difference Day, an annual event
that takes place nationwide the
fourth Sunday of October, and
is designed to encourage people
to volunteer their time to help
others.
For every dollar Good
Shepherd Food Bank receives it
can purchase $12.50 worth of
food, which is then distributed
to other area food pantries.
Residents on Campus has
already pledged $250 toward the
cause. With 500 participants,
$6,250 in food donations could
go to community food pantries
in the greater Bangor area.

In a survey conducted by a
program
sponsored
by
Crossroads
Ministries,
Community Partners for Ending
Hunger, it was reported that
17.8 percent of houses surveyed
in the Old Town and Orono
areas experienced "food insecurity and or hunger" in the year
prior to December 2004.
Brenda Davis is the founder
of Crossroads Ministries, the
food pantry which serves this
area. She will be walking in 48
different Maine communities in
the month of November, which
is End Hunger Month, to help
end hunger and poverty in
Maine. Davis teamed up with
Maine Credit Unions in the
Campaign for Ending Hunger.
The last 5 miles of Davis' walk,
spread
from
which
is
Madawaska to Kittery, will
begin at the University Credit
Union on Nov. 28.
To take part in this year's Team
Up to Clean Up, contact Lynette
Dexter of the Bodwell Volunteer
Center, or register online at
http://www.umaine.edu/volunteer/umainecares.asp.
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Veteran, professors lecture over Iraq war at teach-in
By Brian Sylvester
Assistant News Editor
An Iraq war veteran, five historians, and a peace activist from
Bangor came together Tuesday
evening as part of a 'Teach-in,'
with the goal of educating and
informing students, faculty, and
members of the community about
the war in Iraq and its role in the
upcoming elections. The participating historians were all
University of Maine faculty members from the department of history; professors Alex Grab, NgoVinh Long, Nathan Godfried, Beth
McKillen, and Michael Lang. Also
present was UMaine student and
Iraq war veteran Brian Clement
and activist Scott Ruffner.
Brian Clement spoke about his
reactions to experiences in Iraq,
and was one of the best-received
speakers of the evening. He joined
the military in June 2001, and in
2004 he was sent to Kuwait and
eventually Iraq. The first night he
was in-country, his unit was
ambushed."It was instantly a pretty violent scene," he said.
"As time went on in Iraq, I didn't see anything positive happening for the Iraqi people," Clement
said. He spoke about military presence in Iraq and the poor conditions of the people compared to the
military base. "We weren't doing
anything for them," he said. "We
put them to work for pennies,
rebuilding our warehouses."
He also recalled the death of a
friend. "Seeing him die, and not
being able to find any justification
for his death. . . that was very hard

for me. There was nothing noble
about it," he said.
Shortly before Clement left the
military, he was forced to attend a
meeting questioning his motives
for refusing to sign up for another
term of service. During that meeting, he mentioned his feelings
about the war to his superiors, and
was belittled for his views. They
told him "if I didn't believe in this
war. . . I didn't deserve to be an
American," he said. Clement concluded his speech with a passionate plea for people to get involved.
"More good people are dying
every day for a cause that's just
wrong," he said, earning a standing ovation from the audience.
Professor Grab, the first speaker, concentrated his remarks on the
history of Iraq itself. The country
was formed in the 1920's, when
European powers carved up the
remnants of the Ottoman empire
following its collapse after World
War I. The British created the
country of Iraq, but did not pay
attention to the differences in
members of its population. "They
put diverse elements into one
country," Grab explained. This
inevitably led to conflicts between
the Shi'ite, the Sunnis, and the
Kurds.
Grab also spoke about continued U.S. interest in the region
being linked to economic interests
in the oil industry rather than the
far-reaching ideals of democracy,
which the Bush administration has
spoken of. "If Iraq had exported
tulips or peaches," Grab suggested, "the Americans certainly
wouldn't be there."

iffilif
CAINSTifily
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FOR PEACE — Iraq War veteran Brian Clement
recalled his experiences Thursday at an anti-war teach-in.
WAR VET

Nathan Godfried expanded on
this point, saying "Since the end of
World War II, the United States
has sought dominance in the middle east for one major reason ... to
secure access... to oil." His comments were directed at the sources
of American interest in the Middle
East, and opposition to those interests which have now taken the
form of religious extremism and
radical nationalism. "The U.S has
consistently tried to dominate the
region," by supporting and creating dictatorships which are proAmerica
and
pro-capitalist,
Godfried said.

Beth McKillan spoke about the
role of dissidents in America, concentrating her remarks on historical
periods, which offer parallels to situations faced by current dissidents.
Vietnam protestors, for example,
questioned the rights of Presidents
Johnson and Nixon to pursue military goals without the approval of
congress. "What that movement
pointed out was that too much
power in the hands of one president
is a bad thing," she said, pointing
out parallels to many people's feelings about President Bush.
Professor Ngo-Vinh Long spoke
about the similarities between

Learn how to be a leader, earn money for college and books, and get a start on your career.

American foreign policy during the
Vietnam War and the current administration. He discussed the failings
of American policies in Vietnam,
such as the belief that by killing off
insurgents, the insurgency would be
eliminated. In Vietnam,this practice
had the opposite effect. "The more
the U.S. killed, the more the people
in the south rose up against them,"
Long said.
Michael Lang spoke about the
specific uses of language that the
Bush administration has used to
justify the war. "Democracy was
one of the stated goals of this war,"
he said. The Bush administration
used absolutist language to cloud
the issues, and prevent the open
flow of ideas, which he believes is
necessary to the continuation of a
democracy. "The opposing point
of view is demonized rather than
argued against," he said. This use
of language extends to illegal practices, such as feeding disinformation to the media in an attempt to
sway public opinion and prevent
open communication.
Scott Ruffner's comments centered around the role of politics in
the Iraq conflict, and the importance of getting involved in the
political atmosphere in order to
effect change. Only by making our
views known to politicians, he
argued, can the situation in Iraq be
brought to a conclusion that 'will
satisfy everyone.
The teach-in was sponsored by
Historians Against the War, a
group that seeks to promote
knowledge, information and historical analysis of the situation in
Iraq.

ARMY ROTC

U.S.ARMY.

START CLIMBING!
Take elective courses that can result in leadership skills, career opportunities, and a $40K+ starting salary.
Contact Captain Jim Moreno at 581-1125 or james.moreno©umit.maine.edu
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Johnson elected head
of nationwide board
By Nicholas Dyer
For The Maine Campus
During any given fall
semester, Kimberly Johnston
of the University of Maine
admissions office can be found
traveling from state to state
across the country, visiting
numerous high schools and
getting the name of UMaine
out to seniors. But two weeks
ago, that travel circuit got a little busier with her election as
president of the board of direcNational
the
tors
for
College
for
Association
Admission Counseling.
Johnston, who is the senior
associate director of admissions and has been part of the
UMaine staff for 19 years, was
recently named president-elect
of the NACAC in Pittsburgh.
NACAC, headquartered in
Alexandria, Va., is an association made up of roughly 9,200
members around the world,
including high school guidance
counselors, college admissions
workers and independent counselors involved in the transition of students from high
school to college. The national
association has 23 state and
regional affiliates.
The University of Maine is a
member of the New England
Association
for
College
Admission Counseling, which
has more than 3,000 members.
Johnston, a past president of
the New England association,
took the next step towards
becoming the national president by submitting materials to
the governance and nominating
committee, a group of seven
people who review governing
documents and related policies,
last March. From there, she
was selected as one of two candidates put forward to an
NACAC assembly of 235
members.
"At least half of them had to
vote for me," Johnston said.

Johnston will serve as president-elect until next semester,
at which time she will take
over as president for a year.
"By late next September, I
will run all the meetings,"
Johnston said. "I will represent
the association at other meetings, whether it be talking to
the press or other associations."
After next year's duties,
Johnston will then step down
and become the past-president,
which means she will still be on
the board of directors for the
association, but won't have as
many duties as the president.
Along with more responsibilities involved in her new
position, Johnston will also
have to do more traveling, with
the NACAC monthly board
meeting in Virginia and in
other parts of the country.
Although Johnston will be
busy in her new position, it
will not take away from her
normal job here at the university.
"A lot of our business meetings for NACAC happen over
the weekend. We usually will
travel on Friday and have
and
Saturday
meetings
Sunday," Johnston said. "We
have a great staff here in the
Admissions Office who are
very supportive and will certainly be helping me out, I'm
sure."
Being part of NACAC will
help UMaine get better recognition in the long run, Johnston
said.
"It's a pretty prominent
association, and I think it's
going to help the university,
too. My name will always be
associated with the University
of Maine. Every time I'm
introduced, I will be introduced as from the university,"
said Johnston.
"I wouldn't have put my
name in if I didn't think I could
handle it," said Johnston.

CHEERLEADzArG
TRY0UTS
(male/female)

November 2nd and November
3rd
4 - 6:30pm in the All-Purpose
Room in the Memorial Gym
Squad members will cheer for
home Men and Women Basketball
games, as well, as compete at
NCAA College Nationals in
Daytona Beach, Florida
For further information contact
Coach Kenny @ 944-7833 or email
Melinda.Kenny@umit.maine.edu
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POLICEBEAT
By Randy Perkins
Staff Reporter

extinguisher
Fire
misconduct
Oct. 22 at 2:04 a.m. an officer
observed a male walking from
Cumberland
Hall
to
Androscoggin Hall. The male had
a fire extinguisher in his possession and was discharging it onto
the pavement and into the air as
he was walking. The officer
yelled at him to stop, which he
did. The individual, identified as
Scott Hiller, 19, of Hampden,
admitted to taking the fire extinguisher from Cumberland Hall.
The officer also believed that
Hiller was under the influence of
alcohol — which would explain
his behavior. Hiller was issued a
summons for criminal mischief
and another summons for illegal
possession of alcohol by a minor.
Public urination leads to
charge
On Oct. 20 at 12:33 a.m. an
officer on patrol noticed a man
urinating outside of Hart Hall.
The officer approached the individual and identified him as Marc

York, 20, of Pittsfield. The officer
made observations about York's
pupils and stance which caused
him to believe that York was
intoxicated. York was questioned
about how much he had been
drinking, to which he replied that
he had not been drinking. This
claim was contradictory to the
smell of an intoxicating beverage
that the officer could smell on
York, along with his physical
condition. As a result, York was
issued a summons for possession
of alcohol by a minor.
Driver blows over twice legal
limit
Early in the morning of Oct.
21 at 12:46 a.m., an Orono firefighter contacted public safety
reporting a white Subaru driving
erratically on Long Road.
Officers located and stopped the
vehicle and identified the driver
as Travis Jackson, 21, of Orono.
When asked for his documents,
Jackson, smelling of intoxicating
beverage, had a difficult time
finding them. Jackson was slur-

ring his speech and was slow to
respond to the officer. He was
asked to perform a field sobriety
test, which he failed. Jackson was
arrested for operating under the
influence and transported to
Penobscot County Jail. While
there, he was given a breath
analysis test and blew a 0.17.
Marijuana smoked in dorm
room
On Oct. 20 at 10:25 p.m. officers responded to a report from
Hart Hall of the smell of marijuana emanating from a dorm room.
Officers located the room in
question and knocked on the
door. The resident of the room,
Zoran Djuranovic, 20, opened the
door and was cooperative. The
officers asked if they could step
inside the room and Djuranovic
admitted
entry. Djuranovic
admitted that he had been smoking marijuana in the room and he
turned over a pipe with marijuana
residue in it. Djuranovic was
issued a summons for possession
of drug paraphernalia.

Doctoral student recognized for
use of technology in classroom
rather than normal book reports,
one might do a video presentation or design music that relates
Each year the Association of to different themes.
Programs like MS Word
Computer
Technology
Educators of Maine, ACTEM, come into play, but seem a bit
recognizes two teachers for on the basic end of things now.
their use of technology in edu- Everything from Garage Band,
cation. In the association's a music design studio, to Flickr,
words, "the intent of ACTEM's an online photography storage
Educator of the Year award is to and display site, is incorporated
seek out exceptional educators into the curriculum. A festival is
who use technology to impact being planned to show off what
the students have accomplished
teaching and learning."
David Boardman, an up-and- so far.
"It's a different approach that
coming doctoral student at the
University of Maine and one of lets kids use technology in life,"
the recipients of the award, has Boardman said. "The kids help
met those standards and run the classroom in a lot of
beyond. Bringing students and ways."
Boardman has also helped
faculty alike up to date on modern technology has been no other teachers with less technical backgrounds to incorporate
small task.
Mr. Boardman now works as technology into their classa freshman English teacher but rooms. "Some don't know how
his classroom is no longer your to save an attachment on an eaverage fare. "I brought com- mail," he said.
With the technological marputers into the classroom," he
said. Boardman's class repre- ket advancing so quickly, it's
sents a hopeful notion of what evident in many classrooms that
the tech-savvy schools of the the students know more than the
teachers. The Maine Writing
future could be.
All the students in his class Project's Tech Initiative Grant,
use computers for Web logs, led by Boardman, is helping to
digital sound recording, and change that. With a group
video projects. With a large trained in educating teachers
focus on "digital storytelling," and students on how to incorpoBy Andrew Norster
For The Maine Campus

rate this technology into their
lives, Boardman's sort of environment is able to spread to
other classrooms.
Teaching technology is a
fairly large project by itself, but
other student-oriented projects
have added to Boardman's popularity. One such project, the
Maine
to
California
Connection, drew attention
from The New York Times. The
project lasted several years and
was designed to help kids from
Maine and California learn
about living outside their
respective areas. With the use
of a web log, students from the
two states shared stories and
information about their areas
and lives.
"It gave them a chance to
experience something they normally wouldn't ... What it's
like walking through a dangerous neighborhood is as foreign
to most Mainers as deer hunting in the winter is to a kid in
the
California,"
city
in
Boardman said.
Previously a journalist,
Boardman now teaches at
Messalonskee High School in
Oakland, Maine, and is the
father of three children. He is
also the co-technology liason
for the Maine Writing Project.
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CHANNEL
From Page 1
Maine Channel,The Maine Campus
and WMEB, petitioned the
University, and with the assistance
of Dean of Students Robert Dana,
and a petition by students to fund the
station, the Maine Channel now has
a $50,000 budget for the 2006-2007
school year.
Eldridge and DeFilipp are among
the most involved staff members
around the station, which is located
on the second floor of Alumni Hall.
DeFilipp works alongside assistants
to not only gather and write news
stories, but also to produce, direct,
film, and star in the broadcasts.
"Being able to have an outlet to
get some experience and get
involved with something worthwhile," is the most rewarding part,
DeFilipp said. "Also, being able to
inform students about[what's]going
on around campus, and their community."
Eldridge has been working with
television since high school and is
excited to "finally be in a position
where we are starting a television
station with people who are just as
passionate about this as me."
As executive producer, Eldridge
devotes a majority of his time to running the station and keeping it
organized."I love it when I get to the
studio and see everyone running
around getting ready for a show,and
the people — both staff and volunteers — turning out to help make this
work," Eldridge said. "[It's] unbelievable. I hope we're laying the
ground work to ensure the Maine
Channel will be a successful television station in the future."

CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANDREW GORDON

HANGIN' AROUND — Travis Bourassa lounges in a chair inside the Maine Channel's studio in Alumni Hall. The Maine
Channel staff was planning out its shows for the coming week.
Assistant professor of communi- tion ... they have writers, producers, still keep it on the cutting edge," continue to develop their skills.in the
TV world, and to be more competication and journalism Mark Kelley and people who work in marketing." Kelley said.
Kelley's main job as adviser
He feels the station is important tive."
is the station's adviser. Before comThe Maine Channel is looking
ing to the University of Maine as a includes approving how the sta- for students in the communications
professor several years ago, Kelley tion spends its funding and help- field because it gives them "a chance for volunteers for positions includworked in television broadcasting ing students learn how to work to serve; to commit to something ing filming, writing, and producing.
for 20 years. He describes the Maine "within the boundaries of what is that is not a profit-making venture. For more information contact
Channel as "just like any other sta- acceptable to the university, but [It's also] a place [for students] to Andrew Eldridge on FirstClass.

Drive in today

heck it out!
We want your vehicle loans and we're
paying cash for them! If you have an auto,
ATV, RV, motorcycle or snowmobile loan
at another financial institution,
drive it over to UCU.
Cash Payout
Loan Amount
$100
$5,000-10,000
$200
$10,001 -20,000
$20,001 & above
$300
Become a True Blue Member and save
even more! All you need is auto pay on
your loan and direct deposit to your
checking account.
Al

Call or stop in today for more details.

UCU
UNIVERSITY CREDIT UNION

Orono • Portland • Bangor
800-696-8628 • www.ucu.maine.edu
Contact UCU for more information on rates, terms. and eligibility requirements. In-house refinancing not eligible. Limited time offer.
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Guide explains plan to curb Maine carbon dixoide emissions
By J. Astra Brinkmann
Production Assistant

methods exist — grandfathering,
auctioning and selling emission
allowances and performancebased technology standards —
but settling on just one may cause

global warming. Canada later
went on to join the Kyoto
Protocol, while the Northeastern
states conceptualized RGGI, a
plan that, according to the primer,
would, "reduce carbon dioxide
emissions from power plants and
create the impetus for a national
plan."
August 2006 launched the
model rue that Maine, as well as
seven other states, now needs to
decide how to employ.
As set up in the Memorandum
of Understanding (MOU) drafted
in 2005, Maine has been allocated
5.95 million tons per year of carbon dioxide emissions. A system
is required to properly allocate
which companies will receive
what limits on the amount they
may release.
To determine a company's
emission limits, three potential

conflict, according to UMaine
professor Jonathan Rubin, one of
the primer's authors.
As for incentives for companies

who take action and report
assaults of this nature help to
remove that stigma.
From Page 1
"It's almost a positive reaction that we heard about someedge of and helping to prevent thing so soon after [Take Back
violence, particularly against the Night]," Lord said. She said
women.
it showed that people were
"I was surprised that it hap- responding to the message of
pened so soon after Take Back the event, which was that anythe Night," said Emily Lord, one should feel comfortable
co-chair of the
Student reporting that they have been
Women's Association who victimized.
sponsors the event. "But I'm
"The more people talk about
glad that the victim was able to it, the better it is," Lord added.
Reports suggest that many
speak out."
Many people who are vic- more assaults occur on campus
tims of assault or violent than are being reported to
crimes are afraid to speak out Public Safety, the Orono or Old
and report them, fearing they Town police. "It is a larger
will be stigmatized. Students problem," Lord said. "Little

personal issues are part of larger social issues."
Anyone who feels they have
been the victim of assault or
abuse is encouraged to report
their case. The Safe Campus
Project is available as a way to
report violence, or students can
contact UMaine public safety at
581-4040.
If anyone has information
about the assault, they should contact Detective Gardner at 5814048, or report a tip anonymously
at http://www.umaine.edu/publicsafety and clicking on 'Campus
eyes.'
A composite of the assailant
can still be viewed at
http://www.umaine.edu/news/s
uspect.htm.

By 2019, Maine's electrical
power plant emissions of carbon
dioxide will have decreased by a
gradual 17 percent, according to
the Environmental Defense's
guide released Friday. "A Primer
for Maine: Regional Greenhouse
Gas Initiative," outlines RGGI's
goals and what issues Maine decision makers need to address in
order to implement the policy.
While the primer is the result
of the collaborative forces of the
University of Southern Maine's
Muskie School of Public service
and the University of Maine's
Margaret Chase Smith Policy
Center, it is just one part of an
ongoing process. In 2001, governors from New England and
Canada met to address the issue of

ASSAULT

"We are going to learn
somethingfrom this, but
it's not going to run
smoothly."
Jonathan Rubin
Associate professor
Resource economics & policy
University of Maine

to participate in the RGGI implementation, Rubin said, "First off,
they have no choice. But companies have the responsibility to be
good corporate citizens."
However, economical incentives are present in the structure of
the initiative.
"Offsets are allowances, or
credits, that are certified emissions
reductions that take place outside
of the electric generating sector,"
the primer states. These offsets
can cover up 3.3 percent of a
plant's total emissions.
As part of the auctioning or
selling of allowances, the MOU
dictates that companies must sell
at least 25 percent of their
allowances, which will go towards
efforts to maintain the initiative.
Projected costs for RGGI are so
minimal that Rubin predicts that
most Mainers "won't notice the

difference, and that's actually
good," meaning that electrical
prices should not rise dramatically.
Rubin hopes that the initiative
will inspire the federal government to adopt a similar national
policy, eventually covering other
industries and more greenhouse
gases. Since the initiative is a policy that has no precedence in
Maine, the process looks to be a
frontier with the occasional bump
in the road."We are going to learn
something from this, but it's not
going to run smoothly," said
Rubin.
Until 2009, when RGGI is
scheduled to take effect, the Maine
Department of Environmental
Defense will be holding open
round table discussions in various
locations in the state. To find out
more
information,
visit
http://www.maine.gov/dep.
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An eye doctor can
see things you can't.
COURTESY OF PUBLIC SAFETY

A composite of the suspect
who allegedly tried to attack
a woman outside Shibles
Hall on Oct 14th.
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That's right.
We're hiring.
Join the
staff of
The Maine

Campus

Shaping careers since 1875
and here's your chance to jump on the wagon.
The Maine Campus is currently seeking applicants for
the following positions for the remainder of the
2006-2007 school year.

Photography ofibonr Assistant photography editor
E-mail Matthew Conyers on FirstClass or call 581-8569 with questions. Submit completed cover letter, resume
and samples of your work to Matthew Conyers in The Maine Campus office by Friday, Nov.10
These are paid positions.

Work with us.
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War's horror stories
Journalist and UMaine alumnus gives
firsthand account of life during wartime
By Eryk Salvaggio
Copy Editor
As the audience for Janine
di Giovanni entered DPC 100
on Tuesday evening, they were
greeted with the life-sized projection of a photograph featuring an elderly Yugoslavian
woman walking amongst the
rubble of Kosovo. It was a
stark reminder of the human
toll of war, the topic of di
Giovanni's lecture.
Giovanni, an '83
Di
University of Maine graduate,
makes her living as a war
reporter for the Times of
London. Her talk touched upon
her experiences in war zones
such as Yugoslavia, Chechnya,
Liberia and Iraq. Her first
assignment was during the
intifada in Palestine. Speaking
of her work with a humanity
that transcended the catastrophes she covered, di Giovanni
explained her motivation for
this work, saying "if you can
go somewhere to represent
people who have no voices,
you have an obligation to do
it."
The talk was sometimes brutal, as di Giovanni told story
after story of people she had
met in these war zones and the
senseless deaths they faced.
Talking primarily about the
Yugoslavian conflict, she said
she had seen "humanity at its
absolute worst and absolute
best." She told of reporting
when a bomb detonated close
by, and the shock of seeing a
pet dog wandering the streets
with a human hand in its
mouth.
The aim of describing these
scenes was not to shock the
audience, but instead to show
the human cost of battle, something di Giovanni said can hide
behind the casulty numbers and
military moves of modern news
reporting, obscuring people's
names and stories. Calling
Yugoslavia "a microcosm of all
wars," she said that the genocide, which took the lives of
250,000, showed how war
could tear a society apart. She
said it was a key to understanding conflicts from the Sudan to
Iraq.
Considering the massacre in
Srebrenica, di Giovanni told
the story of a young girl whose
father had gone off to the
woods to protect his home
from incoming forces bent on
ethnically cleansing the city.
As no one had found his body,
the young girl grew up with the
hope that he had been displaced or forced into exile, but
still alive. Instead, she was
shocked to see, in a Serbian
news report 10 years later, a
video of her father being executed in a video found by a
journalist. The soldiers responsible for the executions had
filmed the murders as "a kind
of snuff film," di Giovanni
said.
For the political dimension
of conflict, di Giovanni's criticisms refused to take sides or
link the failures of conscience
ideologies.
particular
to

Instead, she cited a "continuous cycle of violence, and mistakes made by journalists and
observers." During her talk,
she spoke of the arrogance of
"politics driven by ego," and
cited the failures of the UN,
NATO, Israel and the United
States as well as the failures of
the dictators they aimed to topple. Particularly, speaking of
the Israel-Palestinian conflict,
she told the story of a 19-yearold Israeli girl who was killed
by an 18-year-old Palestinian
girl in a shopping complex.
She said that both mothers had
much in common, but that the
policies of their governments
stood as obstacles. "It's a
shame, because these people
would have so much to say to
each other," di Giovanni said.
After her talk, she showed
pictures from the war zones she
had reported from, many of
them shocking pictures of bodies, and, for the living, faces
full of emotional devastation.
In one photograph, taken by a
hidden photographer, we are
inches away from the tortured
face of a man begging militia
forces to spare his life; the next
scene portrays militia men
standing next to the man's
corpse. Another photo was left
behind in the home of a family
killed by an invading militia.
The found image was originally of a family, in summer
clothes in a field, a vacation
shot perhaps, but their faces
had been scratched out of the
film, and lines drawn through
their bodies, as each member
was killed for their ethnic origins.
Speaking of the journalism
coming out of Iraq, di
Giovanni talked about how her
time in Iraq was different from
her time spent covering other
conflicts. She described her
method of working in other
war zones as a more old fashioned kind of journalism,
where she could get into a car
and spend time with the people
about whom she was reporting.
In Iraq, she said this was
impossible, on account of
newspapers unwilling to insure
their reporters. Instead, they
were confined to hotel rooms
or embedded with controlled
military forces because the violence in the country has made
it unsafe for reporters to travel.
The talk had no comforting
conclusion. The aim of di
Giovanni's talk was to emphasize the effects of wars on the
people who survive them. She
implied the harsh reality of
battle is the suffering of people
at the hands of failed policies
and leaders, where human life
is stripped of dignity by conflicts they cannot control. In a
media landscape where this
grim reality is hidden away
behind talk of political factions, weapons and militias, the
civilians who endure a conflict
are often ignored or forgotten.
In this lecture, as in her journalistic work, di Giovanni carries on the memories of these
people whose lives had been
erased by war.

PHOTO COURTESY OF KATIE LAVERRIERE

CAR WRECK — One of several cars vandalized early Sunday morning at Orchard Trails.
The side window was broken in with a wooden post.
"They had a wooden stake
they used to smash the side
window," Mack said. He now
lives in Concord, NH but was
From Page 1
in Orono for homecoming
witnessed the incident to call weekend. Mack blamed the
the Orono station.
apartment complex for allowAccording to Orchard Trails ing the damage to happen, citarea manager James Goodson, ing Orchard Trails' lack of
Orono police told him they had security cameras or guards.
identified possible suspects. "It's pretty much a free-forThe department would only all," Mack said of the complex.
comment that they were invesGoodson said that having
tigating further and that the cameras wouldn't have helped.
bicycles used in the vandalism "You're not going to be able to
had been tested for finger- identify anybody from the
tape," Goodson said. "Unless
prints.
Michael Mack, a University you pay somebody 24-7 to
of Maine alumnus who gradu- watch, you're just going to be
ated in 2006 with a degree in reviewing a hard drive two
business administration, owns days after the fact."
He added that College Park
one of the damaged cars. Mack
said the value of the damage to Communities, the company
his car had been estimated at that owns Orchard Trails, had
tried using cameras in some of
$1,400.

TRAILS

their other complexes with little success.
Orchard Trails has, however,
hired Securitas Security Services to
provide them with a guard on
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
nights in the future. The security
service will begin operation
tonight. According to Goodson,the
complex already has community
assistants making nightly rounds,
but those rounds end at 2 a.m.
Goodson has developed 42
communities like Orchard nationwide, but said he's never seen that
much destruction. "It was just disgusting."
As for Orchard Trails residents, Goodson acknowledged
that they were "discouraged
and disappointed," by the incident, but said "stuff like that
happens. Nothing that we could
have done could have prevented that kind of random act."
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CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR FOR 20
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Orchard Trails
too late on
security issues

SOAP B

One of the perks of living on
campus is attending the free activities put on at the residence halls. The
resident directors and assistants, as
well as the student-elected hall governing boards, are meant to bring
their residents together through
events that raise awareness or boost
morale. In many dorms these activities are minimal, but at Oxford Hall,
a new standard is being set for what
resident life should be.
This semester, Oxford Hall's
governing board, as well as
Resident Director Peter Harriman.
have been putting a great deal of
hard work into creating various
programs for their residents. They
have thrown Halloween parties,
updated their hall constitution,
organized a half-dozen events and
ordered a new pool table for the
residents to enjoy.
This level of effort is what other
governing boards and resident
assistants should expect to give
when they take their positions.
Students of other dormitories
should encourage their hall representatives to create more programming, and follow through by supporting the events planned.
If you're looking for inspiration
on what to do with your residence
hall, look no further than Oxford.

Letters to the editor
Letters to the editor should be no
longer than 300, words in length and
should include the author's name,
address, academic major or job title and
phone number or e-mail address. The

Opinion-Editorial

Halloween trend
grows among
young 'ladies'

FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
Remember when you were
young and Halloween was exciting because of the candy? Well,
for the guys on campus this still
rings true, but they sure as hell
aren't looking forward to M&Ms
and Starburst.
Thanks to many of my fellow
college ladies, and I use that
term loosely, Halloween has
become less about guts and more
about sluts. OK, I apologize for
the cheesy rhyme, but I couldn't
help myself.
Allow me to clarify, putting
the word "sexy" in front of
something does not automatically make it a good candidate for a
Halloween costume. For example, if you answer the question
"Hey random college girl, what
as a spectator. Get me some Jiffy are you going to be for
Pop and some Kool-Aid and it Halloween?" with any of the folautomatically becomes more lowing answers: a) A "sexy"
engaging and exciting than baseball player, b) A "sexy"
NASCAR.
schoolteacher, or c) A "sexy"
Sadly, something about poli- nun, you may be contributing to
tics just doesn't mix with my emo- the skankification of this joyous
tional state. Maybe it's because holiday.
EDITOR IN CHIEF
politically charged issues seem to
First of all, one of the main
the candidate was a little upset tear apart the most previously sta- ideas of Halloween is to frighten.
over a column not making it to ble of relationships. Or maybe it's You simply cannot win with the
press and another article getting the way politics seem to make any strategy of less-is-more in terms
in.
Understandable,
right? conversation ten times more awk- of covering up. If you are
However, what could've been eas- ward. Better yet, maybe I'm just a blonde, 6 feet tall, and 120
ily diagnosed as a miscommuni- weak, weak man. That was the pounds, the only person who will
cation between two people quick- reason my high school hockey be scared at the sight of you
ly turned into something unneces- coach gave me for all my down- wearing a pillowcase and calling
sary and unwanted. But more falls.
yourself a ghost is you when 300
But maybe it's much more drunken guys are begging you to
importantly, it has provided me
with another example of politics simple than that. What if I just "boo" at them. Likewise, if your
causing people to act in ridiculous don't like seeing people change? scantily clad body is a sight that
Politics makes people do strange one would describe as "frightenways.
Let it be known first off, that I things. There should be no ques- ing," you might want to rethink
am not a fan of politics. I never tion about that. Look at my friend your costume choice.
have been. Contrary to the popu- the caller. The minute someone
My intent is not to sound
lar belief that college students enters into this arena they take on prudish, but rather to encourage.
need to show off their newfound a new dimension, for better or There is nothing wrong with
independence by spouting their worse. Forget about that precon- adding a little smut to your
own political beliefs, I prefer to ceived image you had of that per- wardrobe, even if it is only for
sit in the back and watch both son. They will unquestionably one day. So why try to hide what
groups go at it. In my opinion, take on new shades of gray. It's an you really want by classifying
politics are much more enjoyable
See POWER on page 9
See COSTUMES on page 9

Politicians 'hung up'on power
Current leaders could turn off generation of voters
Earlier this week, I received a
phone call from a gubernatorial
candidate. Without revealing too
many of the details, let's just say it
wasn't the most delightful of conversations. In fact, it probably
couldn't even be called a conversation. The talk was short, decisive and to the point. The candidate was delivering me a message. An angry message, but a
message nonetheless.
After barely 20 seconds on the
old telly, I realized that my friend
the candidate had only slightly
achieved his mission. See, the fact
of the matter is this: My upset
caller hung up. Yes, that's correct,
an aspiring candidate dropped the
phone. Cut the cord. Simply stated, he sent a big fat arrivederci
across the telephone wires.
Now, of course a situation like
this is bound to get the juices
flowing for both parties.
Here's a question. Who hangs
up
on
people
anymore?
Especially those lusting for a seat
in the Blaine House. At the same
time, if you're going to hang up
on someone, it's got to be induced
by a little frustration. In this case,
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Costumes
get nasty

The vandalism of at least 12
cars at Orchard Trails last weekend
finally prompted the new apartment complex to hire a security
guard. After drunken residents
have caused heavy building damage, and the complex still can't be
bothered to install security cameras.
College Park Communities, the
owners of Orchard Trails, are asking a lot of Orono's small police
force by cramming almost 600 students into a small area with lax
security. Unlike UMaine Public
Safety, who specialize in monitoring a concentrated college-age
population, the Orono Police have
an entire town to patrol.
By starting the semester without
guards and still having no security
cameras — and at such close proximity to the town's only nightclub
— Orchard Trails was practically
asking for an incident like this.
Let's hope the new weekend security guard will be enough to manage Omno's wildest party spot.

Oxford serves
as a good
example
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POWER
From Page 8
area of life that requires people to
show only part of their true character. Now,of course I'm not saying the world of politics makes
people turn into evil, blood-sucking vampires. Only Hollywood
can do that. What I am saying is
that no matter what, you will see
aspects of yourself that you never
knew about emerge when the Pword figures into the equation.
Last year, after continual prodding from the local Republican
Party, my father ran for a position
on the board of education directors. Along the way, I was provided with an interesting opportunity
to see the world of politics from a
different angle. The glimpse of a
rag-tag group of Republicans in a
state dominated by Democrats
only bolstered my beliefs. Here, I
was a mere onlooker witnessing
people from my hometown,
whom I had known since middle
school, conducting themselves in
a manner that was altogether different from their true character.
Put on a JC Penney suit, grab a
sign with your name on it and no
matter what, your actions and
thought processes will change.
For further proof, shift your
gaze over to our own student senate at the University of Maine.
Students with whom you have
class and play foosball with can
evolve into eager resume pushers
the moment a glimmer of power

COSTUMES
From Page 8
yourself as just "sexy" something else? Do you think that
there is more integrity in going
as a "sexy" scientist who is wearing nothing but a pair of goggles
and carrying a beaker, than going
as a miniskirt-wearing, make-up
painted, ridiculous-amounts-ofcleavage-exposed prostitute? At
least the latter is accurate.
Nobody in a lab exposes that

appears. The point here is easy to
grasp: power is a nasty beast.
Some can tame it, but no one can
truly understand it.
Maybe that's why this iTunes
generation has such a tough time
connecting with politics; they are
just turned off by it. Yeah, that's
right, maybe all those claims
about my generation being apathetic are incorrect. Could it be
that we just don't like what politics do to people? Is the answer
that easy? Look, not one person
out there would ever pretend to
say politics is all for the garbage
bin. Not even close. This generation is well aware of the benefits
and significance of an effectively
run government and political system. But maybe the reason for
our disenchantment with politics
is much more simple than anyone
wants to admit. How hard would
it be to imagine a group of
teenagers and 20-somethings
turned off by the images and
ideas that politics bestow on the
world?
Life doesn't always have long,
drawn-out explanations. Neither
does politics. In the end, what if
the world just needed a wave of
creativity to change the mindset
of a generation? Could this generation, which candidates so
intensely covet, just not like
power-hungry politics? The solution to the low voter turnout
among the 18- to 30-year-old age
group could be right there. That
is, if anyone cares to look.
Matthew Conyers is a fourthyear journalism major.

much skin — think of the chemical burns. - • •
"
So when you are deciding just
what to wear this Halloween,
keep in mind what you are really
trying to portray. And if you need
inspiration for your streetwalker
costume, contact me and I will
send you a picture of my friend
who successfully demonstrated
the "sexy lady" costume last
year: His name is TJ, and he
looked fantastic!
Alyssa Franzosa is going to
be a sexy houseplant for
Halloween.

Correction
In the Oct. 23 issue of The Maine Campus, the piece "What's
wrong with thinking American?" had the incorrect author. The correct author of the piece is Travis Griffin.
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Thumbs Up / Thumbs Down

• Candy bars
•Zombies
•"Night of the Living Dead"
• Bruce Campbell
• Fox Mulder
• Candy corn
• Fairy costumes
•"Wishmaster"
• Billy Campbell
• Dana Scully
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Talking 'bout a revolution
School not in session in Oaxaca, Mexico after strike
The strike began in May,like every
year. Teachers from the entire state
arrived in Oaxaca City to demand
higher wages, more scholarships and
better funding for public education. It
wasn't until the government opened
fire on these men, women and children as they slept in the street at 5 am.
on June 14 that it turned into a revolution. Thousands joined the cause,
aghast at what the government had
done to its own people, and formed a
movement to remove the responsible
governor from office.
School is still not in session in
Oaxaca.
Since May, the teachers and
their supporters have been sleeping
in the streets, occupying and barricading parts of the city.
What are you willing to give up
for something you passionately
believe in?
In August,4,0130 women marched
to the center of the city banging
casserole pots and demanding justice
for the teachers and for women in
general who still struggle for rights in
machismo culture. When "the cas.serole march" reached the center, they
decided to take over radio stations
and television stations. They've been
broadcasting live ever since. The rest
of the movement barricades and protects the radio stations from the paramilitaries who have come and tried to
retake the stations by force.
I complain about the corporate
media all the time, but what am I
willing to do about it?
On Sept. 19,5,000 of the teachers
left Oaxaca to march to Mexico City
to confront the senate. They walked
for two weeks. I am speechless at
their determination and courage.
I have never seen such passion
before I arrived in Mexico. I think

FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
back to the massive protests in Seattle
in 1999 against the World Trade
Organization. People worked hard and
made sacrifices to stand up against one
of the world's most powerful institutions. It lasted no more than a week.
Their passion pales in comparison.
Likewise, since the July 2 presidential elections in Mexico,thousands
who believe the elections were fraudulent have camped out in the center of
Mexico City to demand electoral justice. Although the response was strong
in 2000 when the U.S. presidential
elections were contested, it was nothing like the response I see here.
I have been forced to look
inside myself and ask: What am I
willing to sacrifice to make social
change and demand justice?
While I have my doubts that
protesting, marching and revolution
will effectively make profound social
change, I see that it can. We were
removed from Oaxaca due to the possibility of the government violently
suppressing the pnareful protesters.
Here in Chiapas, Mexico, where I am
now studying, I am privileged to learn
about the Zapatista movement:
Indigenous people who had finally
had enough of discrimination rose up
in an aimed revolution in 1994. They
put indigenous rights on the agenda of
not only Mexico but countries wound
the world. They took huge risks by
saying finally "Ya Basta!" or,
"Enough Already!" to the oppression.

An armed revolution is not
required to stand up and make change.
If there is one thing I have learned in
Mexico,it is that wherever we are and
whatever we care about, now is the
moment to act. It doesn't have to be
for something as serious as removing
a governor from office or ending corruption. What do you care about?
What are you willing to do about it?
As students, we face rising
tuition every year. The state funds
less and less of our public education
every year, the federal government
cuts financial aid, and we go into
more and more debt. I realize that
not all causes affect us directly, but
this one does. Why are we not advocating for better financial aid? Why
are we not working with our legislators to fund public education? Now
is not the time to sit by and watch.
Students at the University of
Maine and progressive activists
around the state have decided not to
wait for someone else to act. The
campaign "Opportunity Maine" is
made up of students around the
state, including here at UMaine,
working to creating a loan forgiveness program for Maine students
who shouldn't have to spend the
rest of their lives paying for their
education. The Progressive Student
Alliance here on campus is working on this campaign. Contact Jeff
Hake on FirstClass to get involved.
Maybe everyone is not a cause
head, and maybe everyone won't
sleep in the streets for months, but we
should all take an example from those
who have proven they are willing to
sacrifice for what they believe in. Get
going! You can do it! Or as we say
down here,"Animo! Si se puede!"
Sarah Bigney is a senior currently
studying abroad in Ooraca, Mexico.

Darfur could use military action
Country needs food, medicine, not a full-scale invasion
In my Oct. 5 article, I asked if
anyone would support military
action in Darfur if it would end the
conflict. I'm still waiting for an
answer, as the only response I got
from Justin Jacque's reply is that any
sort of action in Darfur would be just
like Iraq. If anything, I believe
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
Jacques is confusing the deployment
of a full-scale invasion army with hundreds of tons of relief supplies
that of an actual peacekeeping force. were flown into affected areas by
When someone proposes 'military Navy helicopters. Even on our own
action,' it does not always mean soil, after Hurricane Katrina, the
they're suggesting that we'bomb the Navy and National Guard helped
whole area,' and I was hardly imply- thousands of American citizens
ing that this the route to take. The despite the organizational failures of
first, most important priority of any FEMA and several other disaster
sort of military unit sent to Darfur response services. All of these events
would be to ensure that food and are considered 'military actions,' and
medical supplies get to the tens of yet didn't involve any tanks or air
thousands of refugees displaced by strikes.
the conflict.
But as I've said in my previous
The U.S. military has conducted article, merely providing humanitarimany humanitarian operations in the an aid hasn't stopped the conflict
past, and the Department of Defense from escalating, nor will it help end
is surprisingly a big provider of hostilities long enough for some
humanitarian aid. Most recently, the form of cease-fire or diplomatic
U.S. military deployed a MASH unit option to be reached. Talk or good
to Pakistan after their devastating intentions will not always be enough
2005 earthquake to help treat wound- to stop a conflict. Because of this,
ed Pakistanis, and a battalion of any peacekeeping unit sent to Darfur
Naval engineers removed rubble and should be able to defend the refugees
constructed shelters for those who from further Janjaweed attacks, and
lost their homes. After the Indian if necessary, go on the offensive to
Tsunami in 2004,the Navy conduct- discourage the Janjaweed from comed Operation Unified Assistance, mitting any more mass murders or
their response to the disaster in which displacement of refugees. This does

not mean indiscriminate bombing,or
the full-scale invasion of Sudan, but
it does mean that using force may be
necessary to save lives.
Jacques is right in that we have
ignored the problems in areas such as
the Congo and Zimbabwe, but we
are not the only country guilty of
doing too little. If the types of 'military action' I've described or the
'American plan'as Jacques defined it
aren't acceptable, then where else in
the world should we look for a different course of action? To be honest,
there are not that many choices.
Should we look to the United
Nations, which spends months
debating problems without progress
toward a solution, passes half-hearted resolutions and then fails to
enforce them? The European Union,
whose negotiations have failed with
Irari? Venezuela, which despite its
successes in education and decreasing poverty, still has severe corruption issues in its government?
I'll agree with Jacques that our
track record is far from perfect, but
frankly, no one else is perfect either.
This doesn't mean we should stick to
what our leaders are going with right
now. It does mean that we can try to
make changes or, better yet,come up
with an alternative on our own that
we can all agree on.
Paul Goodman is a third-year
new media major.

go
MUSIC
5th Annual 105 VVTOS
Halloween Bash featuring God
Forbid, A Life Once Lost, Dead
Season, Nobis
8 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 27
Ushuaia
$12, all ages
University Orchestra
7:30 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 28
Minsky Recital Hall, Class of
1944 Hall
The Vienna Piano Trio
3 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 29
Minsky Recital Hall, Class of
1944 Hall
$31

ENTERTAINMENT
Haunted Hayride
7 p.m. - 10:30 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 27
Witter Teaching and Research
Farm
$3 students and children, $5
public and adults
Culturefest
10 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 28
Field House, Memorial Gym
Free
Halloween Late Night in the
Union
8 p.m. - midnight
Costume Contest at 10 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 28
Memorial Union
Karaoke
9 p.m. -11 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 28
The Bear's Den
All ages, free

MOVIES
Kickin Flicks presents "Lady in
the Water"
7:30 p.m. and 10 p.m.
Friday, October 27
Bangor Room

This won't be your
last chance to see
this band. Page 12

Inside
Video games•"Mortal
Kombat" franchise returns
with "Armageddon." Page 13

By Eryk Salvagglo
Copy Editor
nly a few years ago, the children of
Guatemala City — the most populated city in Central America —
relied on sorting through trash to
find money for their families. That was until
former Guatemalan president and current
Guatemala City Mayor Alvaro Arzu implemented a program to train these same children to garden, which beautified the city and
taught its poorest citizens a trade. And,
according to University of Maine music professor Anatole Wieck, he didn't stop there.
Arzu also built what Wieck calls "the
most beautiful building in the city" as a cultural hub, and asked the Musica y Juventud
Foundation — Music and Youth, in Spanish
— to use some of the space for a music
school, which would be open to children
from surrounding neighborhoods.
Wieck was invited to attend the school as
a Fulbright Senior Specialist in music to do
hands-on instruction for the school's future
teachers, as well as to evaluate the programs
in place. Although he didn't know anything
about Guatemala before he went, Wieck took
up the opportunity when it was offered.
"They had a 30-year civil war, and lost a
lot of their culture," Wieck said.
The music programs attempt to revive that
culture, while giving the city's students an
educational opportunity they may never have
had otherwise.
The civil war in Guatemala began in 1954
after a CIA-backed coup against the democratically-elected president. Civilian casualties are estimated at over 200,000 as well as
having created an estimated 2 million
refugees, according to the CIA World
Factbook. The war lasted until 1995.
"You don't have to be rich or from the
middle class to be talented in music," Wieck

Cultivatuil
la musica

y Juventud

said. He added that music education opened
up economic opportunities for students, as
well as a chance to travel. The school is open
to all interested students. "They find room
for everyone," Wieck said.
When Wieck arrived, he found students
played well individually but had a harder
time playing as a group. Wieck trained their
instructors — mostly middle class, at ages
from 16-25 — who then taught the younger
students, many of whom were disadvantaged. Wieck held classes for practically
every level of the organization, including students, student teachers and music instructors.
He also brought music for the younger children to study.
Wieck was born in Latvia and has trained
in Latvia's capitol city of Riga as well as
Moscow, Russia. He earned his doctorate at
the Julliard School in New York City, establishing himself as a premier violinist and violist as well as a conductor. To finish off his
stay, Wieck conducted a concert with the
group, mixing traditional, Western symphony
orchestra music alongside Latin American
pieces.
"It represents their culture, and showed
that I understood their music. If you understand their music, you understand their culture," Wieck said. He even wore a traditional
Guatemalan national costume. "I thought it
might be a little too far," he joked, but was

encouraged by others in the program.
He said his arrival at the program sparked
some tension with the faculty at first, but it
also inspired students to overcompensate by
playing better. By the time Wieck conducted
the group in a concert, everyone who attended the concert was pleased, including Mayor
Arzu.
"He's a great man," Wieck said, adding
that the mayor was so pleased by the performance that he jokingly threatened to have
Wieck arrested to keep him in the country.
Wieck said he plans to return to
Guatemala City next year with orchestra
directors from Orono and Bangor High
Schools, as well as Stuart Marrs, the music
chair at UMaine.

4 4Ifyou understand their
music, you understand
their culture.,
1
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ARTS
The Art of Printed Books and
Artists' Multiples
Through Nov. 22
Lord Hall
Bernard Langlais: Wood
Reliefs, Richard Estes: Prints,
and John Mann: A Print Survey
Through Jan. 13
UMaine Museuem of Art,
Bangor
Students free, public fee
A Matter of Perception 2006:
Exhibit by Artists with Disabilities
Through Nov. 16
Hauck Auditorium Lobby

If you would like your event
posted in The Maine Campus
Style calendar, send time, day,
date, place and fee information to
Pattie Barry on FirstClass.

PHOTO COURTESY OF ANATOLE WIECK

SWEET SYMPHONY — Anatole Wieck rehearses with beginner orchestra students at the music conservatory in
Guatemala.
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Life & times
ofa career
TV viewer

By Matthew Conyers
Some time ago in a place now far,
far away, I used to believe I had a
rather pleasant social life. I had my
friends, I had my local haunts and
most importantly, I had a place I
could turn to if the always-unpredictable case of loneliness started to
arise in my system.
This was all before I decided to
watch Matthew Fox and his friends
over on Dharma Island. Since that
fateful day, however, I have kissed
my once slightly promising social
experiment good-bye and devoted
myself to the rigors of an 8 p.m.- 11
p.m.television work week. Sayonara
females, hello solo "Friday Night
Lights."
Here's a simple rule of thumb:
when you're doing homework and
studying for statistics, I'm probably
debating the merits of Tim Daly's
latest pilot or predicting which The
Fray song will be featured on
"Grey's Anatomy" this week. To set
the record straight, "The Biggest
Loser" can be seen not just on NBC
Wednesday night, but every week in
410 Oak.
It's a hard life,-I know, but someone has to do it.
So pull up a seat and join the TV
cult, because without further delay I
present to you my "What To Watch,
What Not To" weekly schedule for
the 2006-2007 fall season from
Sunday to Thursday. Trust me, several cheddar food snacks and countless hours of blood, sweat and tears
have been put into this lineup.

Sunday
What to watch — Just when I
thought I was out, they pull me back
in. Nearly one year after swearing off
Phil Keoghan and his "Amazing
Race" cohorts, I've returned. Long
gone are the problems that plagued
the last three seasons, which nearly
destroyed one of TV's only reliable
reality programs. Instead, producers
have gone back to their roots, giving
fans rich characters that are both
enjoyable and insanely annoying.
Say what you want, but the race has
always been about two key factors:
the travelers and locales. This year it
looks as if neither will put the audience to sleep. However,if you're one
of the lucky few that get HBO,none
of this matters because I'm sure
you'll be watching "The Wire."
What not to watch — Anything
on ABC or Fox. Right now, it's
debatable which station has the
worse lineup, but it's quite clear that
neither are worth your time. On ABC
you have a nominee for the worst
show since "Nash Bridges" in
"Extreme
Makeover:
Home
Edition." That's followed shortly by
the terribly disappointing "Desperate
Housewives," which has lost all its
first-season charm, and the how-towaste-a-good-cast-tutorial
of
"Brothers and Daughters." Think
Fox is better? You need not look any
See TV on Page 12

Animal Club sponsors haunted hayride
Friday and Saturday event anticipated to be holiday fun for both students and families
By Zach Dionne
Copy Editor
This Friday and Saturday night,
the Maine Animal Club will bring
the Halloween tradition of the
haunted hayride to Orono.
Scheduled for 7 p.m. - 10:30 p.m.
each night, the hayride will cost $3
for children, students and staff and
$5 for adults. The annual event at
the Witter Farm in Orono caters to
children, families and University of
Maine students.
"Usually we make it geared
towards families at the beginning
and by 9 it gets scarier for the college students," said Ben Michaud, a
member of the Maine Animal Club.
There are 40 student volunteers
putting on the event, according to
Katelyn Romano, also a member of
the club.
Students are encouraged to show
up at the farm any time during the
operating hours. No reservations are
necessary.
CAMPUS PHOTO BY JOHN KASTELEIN
"We have it set up that you HAYRIDES ARE FOR HORSES — Horses at Witter Farm wait out the rain this week as the
shouldn't be waiting too long," haunted hayride this weekend creeps closer and closer.
Romano said.
Proceeds from the event will petition chooses — we compete in a of four individuals each, according of a mile from Stillwater Avenue.
fund the Maine Animal Club's trip quiz bowl dealing with livestock to Penn State's Web site.
Students,families and communito the Northeast Student Affiliate of and current issues in agriculture,
"To all of you out there who ty members are encouraged tothe American Society of Animal [and] there are also paper presenta- have never been up to Witter Farm, attend "for a fun evening filled with
Science and the American Dairy tions which individuals participate please feel free to come up and frights and entertainment in a farm
in," Michaud said.
Science Association(NESA).
visit," Romano said. "The farm is setting," Michaud said. "This event
The competition will be at very visitor-friendly."
"At the competition, we judge
is a tradition at the farm and people
livestock — beef, dairy, horses, Pennsylvania State University this
The Witter Farm is on the always have a good experience
sheep, hogs,and a surprise class that spring. In 2006, 11 institutions were University Farm Road, off College while helping out fellow students
the university sponsoring the corn- represented with a total of 51 teams Avenue, approximately one-eighth who are fundraising for our group."

Dashboard Confessional Halloween incomplete
tickets on sale at Alfond without metal mayhem
By Nicole Carrano
For The Maine Campus

Mitchell said that Student
bringing
Entertainment
is
Dashboard Confessional to perThis year, the University of form at UMaine by popular
Maine's Student Entertainment's request. Due to the increase in
fall concert series presents the student activity fee this year,
Dashboard Confessional and Student Entertainment's budget
Brand New at Alfond Arena. has increased, which translates to
Tickets went on sale this week for bigger acts, like Dashboard. Last
the show on Dec. 4, and students year, Student Entertainment
are already showing a great deal brought Better Than Ezra,
Lifehouse and Ben Folds to the
of interest in this concert.
Because of the turnout expect- MCA.
Tickets went on sale Monday
ed for the concert, this year the
Maine Center for the Arts will not and the venue is already filling
be the venue for excited up. Well over 500 tickets were
sold on the first
Dashboard fans.
day the ticket
"The MCA doesMonday, Dec. 4
booth was open.
n't have a 'col"This is a
Alfond Arena
lege concert feel'
huge concert for
to it. Having the
Stadium: $15
New England.
concert at the
Floor: $17
The next venue
Alfond this year
for this concert
instead will be
after us is at
better for rock
fans who can be in the seats and Madison Square Garden. Even
down on the floor," said Vice non-students are calling from
President
of
Student Maine, Connecticut and New
York for tickets to this concert,"
Entertainment Derek Mitchell.
Since the concert is at the Mitchell said.
The concert tickets are sold as
Alfond instead of the MCA,
Student Entertainment's tradition- general admission. Ticket costs
al concert venue, the concert will are $15 for stadium seats, and
cost more to produce. "The costs $17 for the floor. "The floor just
will even out because the more might sell out after this week,"
seats we have, the more tickets we Mitchell said.
Dashboard Confessional's latcan sell," Mitchell said. There are
roughly 4,900 seats available in est album is "Dusk and
the Alfond for this concert, while Summer," released last June.
the Maine Center for the Arts seats Brand New will be performing
only 1,600. Nearly all of the 950 songs from their new album
seats on the floor have been sold titled "The Devil and God Are
in the first three days of ticket Raging Inside Me," which hits
stores on Nov. 21.
sales, according to Mitchell.

WTOS hosts fifth annual Halloween Bash on Friday
By Zach Dionne
Copy Editor
What better way to celebrate
Halloween, the holiday known for
horror, than with a concert of music
often transfixed by horror films and
all that is macabre — metal? This
Friday at Ushuaia, metal show, costume contest, and Halloween atmosphere will unite for the 5th Annual
WTOS Halloween Bash.
The metal portion of the evening
will come from national acts God
Forbid and A Life Once Lost,as well
as two of Maine's biggest metal
bands, Nobis and Dead Season.
"We hope to see every true fan of
God Forbid and metal in Maine at
the show," God Forbid said in an email. "Keep it rockin' and Happy
Halloween."
God Forbid will headline the
show, taking the stage at roughly
11:45 p.m. and playing for over an
hour. Pennsylvanian metalcore act A
Life Once Lost will open the show at
9 p.m.
"We are so stoked to play Maine
once again," said A Life Once Lost
via e-mail. "Maine is an amazing
state with amazing fans and a great
scene.Nobis and Dead Season will hold
the middle of the program, both with

don't
cramp my

45-minute slots. Each group has
multiple records. Dead Season's
summer release "Rise" is currently a
hot seller in local Bull Moose and
Strawberries locations throughout
the state. Nobis has national distribution through Xact Records and
Corporate Punishment, for their "A
Blurred Sense of Divine" album.
"The members of Nobis have
always been huge fans of God
Forbid as well as A Life Once Lost,
so to be able to share the stage with
them on our home turf is quite an
honor," Tim Sereyeko, vocalist of
Nobis, said. "As far as Nobis goes,
fans can expect an absolutely brutal
set with many new tunes." Sereyeko
also alluded that the band may participate in the costume theme as
"forefathers of our country."
TOS DJ Chris Rush will host the
costume contest, where the best costume will receive a $250 prize.
Doors open at 8 p.m. and tickets are
$12 in advance, $15 on the day of
the all-ages show.
"Nobis and Deadseason both
headline their own shows here at
Ushuaia and around the state. Mix
that in with God Forbid and A Life
Once Lost and we have produced a
huge lineup. Should be a great
time," said Alex Gray, owner of
Ushuaia.
THE

A
Pattie Barry
Style Editor
581-3061
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Last Chance to Reason
returns to Maine tonight

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 26, 2006

How do crosswords
relate to CD reviews?

By Zach Dionne
Copy Editor
While an overly popular Web site like MySpace
may not be the most credible source for information, it
is a good indicator of what's hot and what's not. And
it's safe to say that with a friend count of nearly 6,000
— higher than almost any band from Maine — Last
Chance to Reason is one of the state's hottest groups;
4 and they're about to return from the woodwork they
disappeared into last June. Their return will feature critical lineup changes and new songs showcasing their
stylistic evolution.
COURTESY OF LAST CHANCE TO REASON
Following months of constant shows throughout
Maine and New England, Last Chance to Reason set Delaney, former vocalist of Maine groups Amaranthus
out on their third major tour in June, playing the entire and, more recently, Vatican City. Delaney toured
East Coast and going as far as Florida On the tour, dis- Europe with Washington, D.C.'s Age of Ruin as a fillagreements and creative differences with long-time gui- in vocalist, playing over 20 shows in nine countries,
including Germany and Austria.
tarist Dustin Boudreau forced his departure.
"Dustin made it clear that he wasn't as into the band
"This is by far the best group of guys I have ever
as everyone else and was thinking about quitting so we worked with. Totally dedicated to making a unique
basically just cut that cord," said drummer Evan style, and never quick to turn down an idea," Delaney
Sammons, who also programs synth parts on the new said. "V. _ally, this is the most elaborate and creative I
songs.
have gotten with my vocals, and it's a lot of fun to
"We figured that with the direction we wanted to go, experiment. Last Chance to Reason, for me, has every
we didn't really need a second guitarist," Sammons said aspect of what I have been looking for musically."
about the 50 percent kiss of the guitar equation. "The Delaney seems to have already found his niche in the
older stuff has been reworked to accommodate just one well-established group and, along with the rest of the
band, has high expectations for the future and the fullguitarist. If anything, it sounds tighter."
The band has been locked in writing mode for the length album recording with Jaime King.
past several months,composing and rehearsing in their
Three new songs have been recorded with Delaney,
'practice space in Belgrade. They have reserved a two- the first of which,"Joe Dirt," went online on Saturday,
week recording session with acclaimed producer Jaime Oct. 21. Within four days, the song received nearly
King in his North Carolitra-based studio from Jan. 28 — 1,600 plays on the group's MySpace page,
Feb. 16. King, whose career has spanned across the http://www.myspace.com/lastchancetoreason.
spectrum of rock and heavy music, has produced over Sammons was enthusiastic to discuss the new material.
100 releases by groups from all over the nation and.
"It's ajuxtaposition of making something even more
Due to chronic throat problems, vocalist Mike complex that actually sounds simpler to the untrained
Levenseller is unfortunately out of the fold. Levenseller ear," Sammons said. "It's more complex tonally and
has been the band's vocalist from the start, through polyrhythmically but it's also more chorus-driven and
every name change, lineup adjustment and phase of the vocals are more important. AJ [Harvey's) guitar
musical development. Replacing Levenseller is Rob
See REASON on Page 13
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TV
From Page 11
further than "The War at Home" and
"American Dad" to question that
belief. And yes, I know "Family
Guy" is on at 9 p.m. So what, I still
don't like it.

Monday

Losing
my edge

By Eryk Salvaggio
I hope you will understand why
my column, ostensibly a review of
the new Decemberists'album,"The
Crane Wife," will be talking about
crossword puzzles.
Record reviews are difficult to
write well. Words used to describe
music are scant,and writers normally rely on tricky combinations of
words and ideas, usually achieved
through something akin to deep
meditation with a thesaurus. The
same practice could be applied to
crossword fans. And oddly enough,
Colin Meloy,the singer / songwriter
behind the Decemberists,seemed to
approach record-making in the
same way.
There's superficial
proof.
Consider the words that appear in
Decemberists' albums: palanquin,
pachyderm, gadabout, lariat,
balustrade. Some sample lyrics:
"Purloined in Petrograd," "Its ribs
are ceiling beams," "The curlews
carve their Arabesques." The letters
of those words beg to be written into
small white squares with a freshly
sharpened pencil, and those lyrics
are asking for tricky solutions.
The Decemberists are unwittingnew show of the year,"Friday Night
Lights." After watching Kyle
Chandler as coach Taylor, somehow
find the CW network for the bestkept secret on TV:"Veronica Mars."
The two shows, which are criminally
underwatched, are everything you
could ask from the boob tube.
Engaging, dramatic, and most
importantly, well-written. Plus, they
feature two of the screen's most
under-appreciated actors, Chandler
and Kristen Bell, who plays
Veronica
What not to watch — I really tried
to give "The Unit" on CBS a try.
Honestly, I did. I mean, the right
pieces were there in the form of
Dennis Haysbert and David Mamet.
But all the pedigree in the world can
not help the poorly-executed and
plodding action scenes. I'm sorry, I
really am. The same can not be said
for "NCIS," which is on the hour
before. The only apologies that
should be issued in regards to
"NCIS" are to those people who
have to suffer an hour in its company.

What to watch — Thankfully,
viewers can shake off those Sunday
night doldrums with three hours of
extremely worthwhile entertainment
tonight. Rocketing out of the gates
first is the amped up "Prison Break,"
which is much improved from last
year's final half. Aided by William
Fitchner as a U.S. Marshall, a higher
death count and a storyline that
allows more room for surprises and
suspense,the show is back to its winning form. At 9 p.m., flip over to
NBC for"Heroes"and "Studio60 on
the Sunset Strip" to close out your
night. This two-hour block is even
more impressive now that "Heroes"
Wednesday
has garnered new writers.
What to watch — I could occupy
What not to watch — Dear ABC,
I have a question for you: Why, oh this slot with more than
why did you keep "What About 4,815,162,332 words on the show
Brian?" on the air? Was it because of that runs between 9 p.m. and 10 p.m.
Barry Watson's super sweet hair? Or on ABC and not even bat an eye. It's
was it because you 'rally enjoyed the that good. I could also write a disclever premise of a single guy falling gusting love letter to the show and its
for his best friend's wife? Or maybe amazing actors, directors, writers,
you just wanted audiences to stray grip people, makeup-artists, and
from your channel for two straight basically anyone involved with the
program. But I won't. Instead, I'll
nights?
just say this: If you're not watching
"Lost," you're missing out on what
Tuesday
What to watch — The TV gods may be the best show ever. If you're
have made my job easy on Tuesday. cool with that, well, that's your deal.
At8 p.m.,tune in to NBC for the best To make the night even better, pack-

ly drawing attention to a question
that has gone on since the first poet
picked up a guitar. How an artist
sets words to music, which can convey meaning, in the space of a certain number of syllables? That's the
"up" column. But there's a "down"
column, too — the intersection that
locks a song together: How does an
artist fit the meaning of words into
the meaning of melody?
After all, a crossword puzzle
never just tells you what word to put
where. So the mystery crossword
puzzles share with music is all in the
spin of a good hint, the tantalizing
evocation of meaning. It's that
semi-familiar spark that fires deep
inside your brain and begs you to
draw it out. Crossword puzzles
aren't usually considered works of
art, though we engage in them in
ways that art deserves but seldom
gets.
So consider that works of art
give you a clue, and you're supposed to fit that clue into the confines of the puzzle, which is also
provided by the piece of art. On this
album, it's the obscure lyrics and
music that just barely fit together: A
traditional indie rock sound that
somehow clicks with lyrics about
seafarers, Victorian prostitutes and
the woes of chimney sweeps.
"The Crane Wife" has its
metaphorical "filler words," as
they're called by the crossword
makers. You know,those words that
just kind of appear when you put the
interesting words together? They're
See CRANE on Page 13
age "Lost" with "Jericho" on CBS
and "The Nine" on ABC. The pair
are the best new serialized shows
this fall.
What not to watch — No programhas failed to bank on all its
summer hype like "30 Rock," the
comedy based on a Saturday Night
Live style sketch show.Tina Fey and
Alec Baldwin, who do their best to
make it watchable, unfortunately
have a dud. Most ofthejokes fall flat
and fail to even elicit a giggle. All
most sitcom watchers want is a couple of chuckles,and"30 Rock"can't
even deliver those all the time.

Thursday
What to watch — Speaking of
comedy,there is no better place to go
for laughs than the 8 p.m. - 9 p.m.
time slot on NBC. Both "My Name
is Earl" and "The Office" have continued to grow into TV's most promising sitcoms. That is, if you can
even call them that. Labeling them
sitcoms is like choosing to designate
LeBron James as a merely okay athlete; it's just wrong. It's almost as
wrong as failing to give 23 minutes
of your night to Steve Carell, Rain
Wilson and Jason Lee.
What not to watch — I have
something to admit. I don't get
"Grey's Anatomy." Simply put, I
don't understand the accolades or
the storytelling. Both aspects seem
trite and underwhelming. I mean,it's
not the first time someone has elected to put romance in the hospital —
what's the big deal? But to avoid the
Lilith Fair backlash, I'll resist the
temptation to cancel out "Grey's"
and go with two much, much easier
targets: "Shark" and "Deal or No
Deal."
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Java Jiver Lindsay Mac impresses with unique style
and smooth folk music.
Mac uses her skills as a classiFor The Maine Campus
cally trained cellist from the Royal
College of London, the San
If you've ever listened to one Francisco Conservatory, and the
of Ani DiFranco's 20-plus albums, Berklee College of Music in
you could have possibly mistaken Boston. Making her debut in
Lindsay Mac as Miss DiFranco February of 2006, Mac appeared
herself. At Tuesday night's Java on the cover of Strings magazine.
Jive, Campus Activities Board Rightfully so, being as Mac takes
presented Lindsay Mac, who pre- what is considered to be a tradiformed songs from her album tional instrument and uses it in a
"Small Revolution."
very untraditional way.
The most interesting part of the
If you like the sound of the folk
show was not the musical resem- genre that DiFranco falls into,
blance to DiFranco, but rather the then you are sure to love Lindsay
way Mac played her music. Mac's Mac's "Small Revolution." Mac
instrument of choice is a cello collaborated with several estabstrapped to her body and held like lished and award winning artists
a guitar.
to create the success. Two-time
Much like other artists who the Grammy-winning cellist Eugene
Campus Activities Board has Friesen and famous fiddler Matt
hired to play at Java Jive, Lindsay Glaser joined Mac in working
Mac represents yet another side of with pianist Tim Ray, Bonnie
the acoustic-folk genre.
Raitt, Lyle Lovett, and Jane
Mac effectively removed the Siberry.
audience from the North Pod in
With the support of these
Memorial Union and transported established musicians, the stage is
them to a coffee house with dim set for Lindsay Mac's album
lighting and the aroma of lattes "Small Revolution" to become a

By Rose Collins

CAMPUS PHOTO BY ROSE COLLINS

CELLO, GUITAR, OR BOTH? — Lindsay Mac performs at Tuesday night's Java Jive in the
North Pod of Memorial Union. She strapped a cello arround her torso and plucked it like
a guitar during her performance.

Mortal Kombat unleashes 'Armageddon'
Ten years ago, Midway released "Mortal
Kombat Trilogy." The game featured every
kombatant and boss from the three 2-D
"Mortal Kombat" games together in one.
After that, "Mortal Kombat" went 3-D with
"Mortal Kombat 4," "Mortal Kombat:
Deadly Alliance," and "Mortal Kombat:
Deception."
Now,a new rendition of"Trilogy"is available that unites the original cast with all the
new characters created for the 3-D games.
This is "Mortal Kombat: Armageddon."
Historically, the "Mortal Kombat" series
has had a strong focus on back story. Wheras
Trilogy shared the storyline of "Mortal
Kombat 3," "Armageddon" covers new
events. However, other than explaining what
is happening in this tournament,
"Armageddon" is irritatingly light on back
story. Konquest mode tries to address this, but
only for some of the characters, and few of
them go into detail about how the results of
"Mortal Kombat: Deception" affected them.
Nor are we even told the true ending of
"Deception." Other characters who have been
absent for several games give no indication
whatsoever of what they've been up to.
But at the end ofthe day,"Mortal Kombat:
Armageddon" is a fighting game, and we
should treat it as such. Boasting a roster of62

CRANE
From Page 12
an obvious and accepted part of the
game. In a puzzle, the bad words
help to reveal the interesting ones.
In an album,they're usually considered annoying distractions.
But if an album is any good, and
if it's given any attention, these
songs that seem like filler can work
like the subtle hints of a crossword,
tying together the other parts of the
whole. Eventually, it becomes
impossible to imagine an album
being the same without them. From
Neutral Milk Hotel's "In the
Aeroplane over the Sea," to the
Beatles' "Magical Mystery Tour,"
rock and roll has its share of great
albums with their own share of
mediocre songs that are untouchable anyway. It's the difference
between an album and a collection
of songs.

kombatants, "Armageddon" unites every depth. The attention to detail of the fighting clothing including costumes from older
fighter from every game in the series, missing styles remains keen as ever, though some are "Mortal Kombat" games. !Create a Fighter
repelaed.
starts off very limited, though; with most of
only Khameleon from "Trilogy."
You can tell corners were cut developing a
The sound effects are decent. Kombatants the fighting moves and clothes have to be
game with so many fighters. Any of the char- cry out wild gibberish when using a special unlocked with Koins earned in Konquest
acters that appeared in "Deadly Alliance" and move,giving it a kung-fu movie feel. Some of mode and through fighting.
"Mortal Kombat: Armageddon" intro"Deception" were almost directly lifted to the impact sounds could be better, pumping
"Armageddon," as the three games use very them through a stereo did little to help me duces a new mini game to replace Chess
similar mechanics. Also,the number of fight- hear the hurt.
Kombat and Puzzle Kombat. Motor Kombat
Konquest mode has aban- is a bare-bones version of"Mario Kart" that
ing styles each character posdoned its exploration, quest com- has five tracks and only one weapon for every
sessed was reduced from three to
pletion, and tutorial roots to character instead of a variety for all to use. It's
two, with most of the unused Visuals: 4/5
become a beat-em-up sub-game. fun for a spin or two,but doesn't have a lot of
styles reassigned to the older Audio: 3/5
The controls were clearly bor- lasting appeal.
characters.
"Mortal Kombat Armageddon" is a very
Although all the special Gameplay: 4/5 rowed from the adventure title
moves are intact — with several Features: 3/5
"Mortal
Kombat: Shaolin fun game and will find true appreciation from
new ones — all the fatalities are Replay: 3/5
Monks" with the omission of the fans of the series. It provides plenty of replay
jump button underscoring the value with custom fighters and the ability to
gone in favor of a new customizOverall: 3/5
able fatality feature. Instead of a
new nature of Konquest. Your match up kombatants from all over the series.
goal is basically to defeat every- Some might find the game a little oversingle move, you can make up to
10 moves that include limb rips, organ thing in your limited path moving from plot whelming with so many characters to choose
removals, and simple strikes. You need to point to plot point and unlock bonuses along from; trying to find a one that works for them
mash the buttons faster with each consecutive the way. It's still fun, and though it refmes may be challenging. With the absence of a
move,and you are rewarded with more Koins many of the control and fetch-quest aggrava- good tutorial, some may be better off trying
the further the fatality goes. Cool, but I'd like tions of "Deception's" Konquest mode,I do Konquest mode from "Deception" or
the option of doing the old signature finishing miss the more open-ended garneplay.
"Deadly Alliance" to get up to speed. For all
New to the series is Kreate a Fighter. You the true believers out there, "Armageddon"
moves.
The graphics are crisp and smooth. have a lot of options to customize your kom- needs to be in your collection.
Backgrounds are eye-catching, employing batant, from facial features, fighting and
—'Drew Young
clever illusions to give the arenas a sense of weapon styles, special moves, to tons of

The puzzle of creative work,
after all, is how to suggest without
telling, to tease out meaning for listeners to find and to avoid spelling
everything out. Explaining art is like
filling in the puzzle just to declare
how challenging it was. That kind

Words used to describe music
are scan4 and writers
normally rely on tricky
combinations ofwords and
ideas, usually achieved
through something akin to
deep meditation with a
thesaurus.
of obviousness can make art and
puzzles completely useless.
Is "The Crane Wife" a great
album? It might be, but if you
don't think so, you might be night.

All I know is, it's built like a great
album, with a lot of nooks and
crannies in its stories. It has a couple of great songs — "Sons and
Daughters," and "0 Valencia!" —
the problem is, the Decemberists
left us with a cohesive album of
decent songs and a short thrift of
great ones. It is an album dedicated to the subtle building of an
album, catchy tunes be damned.
This is a foreign idea to our brave
new world of one-track downloads, where the catchiest songs
are played all day and spit out. But
that's like answering the easiest
clue in the puzzle and moving on.
Do yourself a favor: Sit in a
chair, put on some headphones,
and play your favorite record. But
really listen to it. Don't read a
book or embrace any other distractions. When it's over,just like
a crossword puzzle, you can be
sure you've wasted your time. But
you'll also be in a rush to do it
again.

"I think it's awesome that they're,
finally getting back into doing
shows. It's been a long drought without them," said Jeremiah Gilley, a
From Page 12
student at Husson College and an
playing is pretty revolutionary. I've LCTR fan. "I'm definitely looking
never heard a guitarist do it And I forward to hearing the new songs,"
might be going a bit overboard, but I Gilley said, adding that he is interesthonestly don't think I am."
ed to see the group perform with
Last Chance to Reason is record- Delaney on vocals.
ing rough versions of their new
Last Chance to Reason will make
material as it is written, constantly their long-awaited return to playing
evaluating the songs and structures to live tonight at The Kaye in
ensure they are the best they can be. Bucicsport Tickets are $8 and doors
Once LCTR feel the songs are com- open at 6 p.m. Headliners Ed Gent
plete, they record more professional- and Heavy Heavy Low Low will
sounding demos.
receive support from LCIR and
"That's again to assess the songs Massachusetts-based Ligeia While
and to send to Jaime King so he starts LCTR is no stranger to headlining
to get ideas for production. And we'll Maine shows and drawing their own
release a few online to keep fans in crowds, their set will primarily be a
touch with our new material," preview of things to come.
Sammons said.
"It'll be a short set. Five songs;
Fans have heard little from Last three new, two old," Sammons said.
Chance to Reason since their brief And on a promising note, he added,
Waterville Skate Park benefit show "Expect the most full-sounding Last
in August
• Chance to Reason ever."

REASON

Horoscopes
By Miss Astra
Aries
March 21 to April 20
Copyright laws are too lax.
Spearhead a movement to copyright food before you eat it so you
can sue sewage treatment plants
for illegal usage.
Taurus
April 21 to May 20
Be a bathroom detective this
week and uncover the notorious
villains lurking around campus,
like the Person Who Eats While
on the Toilet.
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"4 Gemini
May 21 to June 21
Take time to thank the underappreciated, like the ants making
anthills or the factory worker who
screwed the lid on your bottled
water.
Cancer
June 22 to July 22
Your living situation has been
bothering you lately, has it not?
Fear not, because you can
always just stop living. Zombies
get paid pretty well and there are
a lot of perks.
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Leo
July 23 to August 22
You should feel ashamed of yourself, Leo, using your bachelor's
,degree in hypnotism to dominate
-The horoscope. Give it up
because we're on to you!
Virgo
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
Tired of lousy predictions? Well,
now that Leo has resigned the
title, it's your turn to feel superb,
wonderful, stellar, unstoppable
and infectious. Just don't forget to
bring the 50-foot panda float to
your own parade.
Libra
Sept. 23 to Oct. 23
Make sure to eat Chinese food
this week because one of the fortune cookies has a blank check
for a million dollars neatly folded
in it. Shh, don't tell anyone!
Scorpio
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22
Sadly, you're allergic to the future
this week. Sit very still and think
only present thoughts.
Sagittarius
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21
Sometimes it's fun to hang out in
awkward situations just to make
them more awkward. Other times,
it's just inconsiderate.
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Capricorn
.Dec. 22 to Jan. 20
Resist the urge to say "word to
your mother" just because your
friend thinks it's cool. Your friend
is an evil spy attempting to brainwash you while posing as a dogooder bathroom detective.
Aquarius
Jan. 21 to Feb. 18
— Your friends think that they are
cool to skip class, huh? Well, up
the ante by skipping to class. Not
only are prepositions fun to add
to sentences, but skipping is
cooler than galloping.
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Pisces
March 19 to Feb. 20
If you're dreading having a necessary conversation regarding
romance, don't put it off any
, longer than you have to. People
in nursing homes don't always
have the best memories, so try
for at least this decade.
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My Pet repressed emotional trauma

Sudoku
6 2 7

9
5

15.
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Rambling
Fool

8
64
79
78
4

1
26
74
1 9

2

3

5

2 7 1

medium

http://www.dailysudoku.com/
The Rules:

Each row (horizontal line) must have numbers 1-9 in
any order but each digit can only appear once.
Each column (vertical line) must have numbers 1-9 in
any order but each digit can only appear once.
Each 3x3 box must have numbers 1-9 in any order but
each digit can only appear once.
There is only one correct answer!

111
.

91.9 FM

By Benjamin Jarvela
Holidays
ai
are strange times.
No matter what the celebration, advertisers are
ways looking for ways
to move some sort of product in
relation to the festivities. Halloween
is no different and my inbox can
attest to this.
"Costumes 15 percent off!"
"Halloween decorations at low,
low prices!"
"Viagra without a prescription!!"
Well, maybe not so much that last
one. I tend to get that one every holiday. It's as if somewhere, there's a
tiny little room full of advertising
executives desperately trying to
make sure that I, too, can sport some
major wood come Thanksgiving day.
Rock on.
Oddly enough, one of these
unwanted spam e-mails actually
served to refresh my memory on
something I'd long since forgotten. A
sting of defeat I had repressed, burying it deep within my own subconscious so as to prevent my own mind
from taking it out and playing with
the memory of it just to torment me.
My Pet Monster. It reminded me
of freakin' My Pet Monster.
Who doesn't remember My Pet
Monster? One ofthe few stuffed toys
they actually ever tried to market to
small boys (except for My Buddy.
but I'd be interested in research that
connected youthful My Buddy ownership with latent homosexuality). It
was scary. It had teeth. Claws!
Fangs! Chains, even! So much toy
that even chains couldn't hold it back
— the monster could simply pull his
arms apart and "Raarrrggh," the
beast is loose!
Of course, then your mom and
dad could simply click the chains

back together in about 2 seconds. It
helped fuel the illusion for next time.
Which was good, because the chain
didn't look like it would really slow
the monster down. The human
equivalent would be shackling someone with about 10 feet of orange
plastic, which isn't really going to do
much more than get them mad.
Maybe that was the point with the
monster all along.
Needless to say, My Pet Monster
was 10 pounds of butt-kicking in a
five-pound butt-kicking sack. And I
did not have one.
This didn't really bother me, initially. I had Voltron. The full Voltron.
Not the "buy it one lion at a time and
never be able to assemble it because
you don't have the left foot and now
it looks like Vietnam Veteran
Voltron." My Volfton came with all
five lions, pre-assembled,in box that
was epic both in terms of its artwork and size [compared to a
anyway].
6-year-old,
Between Voltron and my
legion of He-Man figures,
I was set. Voltron
could rule the entire
He-Man
army
from high [approximately 13 inches] atop
Snake Mountain, bellowing forth with the mountain's
convenient built-in voice-distorting
microphone. To this day, scientists
are unsure if the voice-distortion
technology in the Snake Mountain
Playset was intentional or the result
of it being extremely shoddy.
Nevertheless, with Voltron at my
side I ruled the neighborhood toy
armies. Nothing was big enough to
compete with the power of Voltron or
his,15,000-strong action figure army.
It was a good place to be and I relished my throne of inscrutable toy
power.
Right up until my friend Justin
got My Pet Monster.
Size-wise, My Pet Monster was
pretty much an even match for
Voltron. While there was initial
debate as to whether or not it actually counted,eventually it was decided
My Pet Monster could engage in

By - Steven Lindquist

Momentary Dementia - Well alright! Squirre y
Holy cow,according
to this weeks "Brain
Crampus",squirrels
have been
ruthlessly attacking
people!

I'd better keep an
eye out! They could
be anywhere...

I'll save you little boy!
Be gone furry,gray
devil!!!

By - Steven Lindquist

Momentary Dementia - I Heart Chucklebee's

Ohh god,I love
Yummer Cakes!!!

Okay,panel 2 of
"Momentary
Dementia"...

combat because it did, in fact, have
its own cartoon show. Not only could
the monster compete, but its plush
form left it nigh invulnerable to standard toy attacks. Voltron could beat
on My Pet Monster with his large
plastic sword until all the lions were
blue in the face and the monster
would simply shrug these attacks off,
go "Raaanrgggh!" and rip Vokron's
anus off.
Crap.
It was quite the coup. Made even
worse by the fact that, while Voltron
still had command of the He-Manlegion, My Pet Monster could summon the power of Justin's roughly 12
billion Hot Wheels cars and playsets.
It was almost too much to bear. The
lone saving grace was that My Pet
Monster ruled from nothing more
than the living MOM coffee table
while Voltron could still issue commands via the Snake
Mountain microphone. In our
world, where you ruled was
just as important as what
you ruled.
Then, of course,
Justin's step-dad
built him an
actual fort. I can
still remember how
dismayed I was when
I first saw it. It was made
of actual wood- wood?!? How
could I compete with wood? The
fort was large enough for a grown
man to stand in, had a door and several windows, all of which were
more than appropriate for My Pet
Monster to address the masses
from, like some sort of stuffed,
blue, plastic chained Pope.
All was lost. Voltron had been
relegated to a distant second,now fit
only for bossing around my friend
John's various Dino Riders figures.
While the dinosaurs were a sight to
be seen,the people that commanded
them were only an inch or two tall.
What a sad place to be, though.
To go from ruling a toy empire to
squashing Questar and his other
dino-loving hippie friends.
Thanks,spam. I really needed to
re-live all that.

Says here, his fatty heart
exploded in his fatty
chest a month ago1

Geez,I sure hope that
smell is the Yummer
Cakes...
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Common sense debunks
notion that Rogers cheated

By Matt McGraw
For The Maine Campus

CAMPUS PHOTO BY JOHN KASTELEIN

OUT WITH THE OLD — Black Bears newcomers Danielle Hubbard (22) and Amanda
Tewksbury (25) square off during last weekend's blue-white scrimmage at Alfond Arena.

HOMING
From Page 20
race along with teammates and fellow seniors Donny Drake and Josh
Trevino,
however, believes that
would still not suffice.
"People probably still wouldn't
even notice us," jokes Davis. "They
would say 'Cross what?' Is that on
the hockey team?"
All joking aside, there will be at
least one group of people paying
close attention to UMaine when this
weekend rolls around and they come
from Durham.
University of New
The
Hampshire men's cross country team
will arrive in Orono hoping to play
the role of spoiler against the Black
Bears. Both teams have been
favored to win the Conference
Championship
since
early
irreptember. Without question, the
title will go through both programs.
"UNH is feeling nervous," said
Davis. "Their coach called the other
day asking how Donny [Drake I was
doing. They're definitely thinking
about us. They might want to come
in here all cocky-pants and whatnot,
but they definitely know we're not to
be looked lightly upon."
The two rivals will enter the
championship well aware of their
opponent. This marks the squads'
fourth race against each. However,
%one of those previous meets have
been as big or as significant. Every
team in the conference has been
waiting anxiously for Oct. 27.
"It's nice to finally be at this
point," said Lech. "Now we are
ready to see if the team can really do
it."
Agreeing with his runners, Lech
.relieves UNH will be their toughest
competition if they gamer their second title in three years.
"UNH kicked our ass at Murray
Keatinge, so I think they might be a
little over confident from that win,"
said Trevino. "Everyone is going to
need to run fast for us to win."
Despite the tensions created by
the rivalry, UMaine does credit UNH
for being an extremely taxing opponent.
is "They are definitely a good team,
they do have depth and strength,"
said Davis."However,the fact that it
is on our course puts it in our favor.

We know how to race the course, we woods behind campus.
know where to go hard. We also
"Our race is going to be about a
know how to race UNH. We know little more strategy and patience
them well enough as runners as to with [UNH]," said Trevino. "We
where their strengths and weakness- just want to make them start to
es ."
doubt their own strategy."
Entering the race, UMaine
Trevino is confident that the
believes they already have two Wildcats will shoot out of the gates
advantages, one being the fact they at top speed.
are not leaving home to compete.
"They always go out right from
"I think it means quite a bit to run the beginning," said Trevino.
the race on our home course," said "They think they're stronger than
Drake. "The last time America East us as a team, and they will just try
was here was six years ago. It means to break us from mile one to mile
a lot because it gives us the opportu- two."
nity to bring the championship back
The key to this strategy will be
to UMaine and put it on the UMaine where the four, five and six runcourse."
ners finish. With Trevino, Davis
With the weather predicted to be and Drake leading the way, David
miserable and the course extra slop- Englehutt, Miles Bartlett and Jon
py, the Black Bears are already lick- McGonagle will be expected to
ing their chops.
close the gap between the squad's
top three and back three.
"Me, [Englehutt] and Miles
"They might want to
really have to pick it up a little and
come in here all cocky- close the gap from the 3rd to 4th
pants and whatnot, but guy," said McGonagle.
When UMaine won their first
they know we're not to be title in the program's history in
2004, their spread
the first to
looked lightly upon." fifth runner was 14from
seconds.
Freshman Bartlett, who has run
Kirby Davis beyond expectations so far this
UM cross country season, discussed not letting the
seniors walk off the course without
"I think the advantage for us a championship.
with the course is that we are train"I know it's really important
ing on it right now," said Drake. for us to step up," said Bartlett.
"We know the exact areas on it that "My senior season in high school,
are tough to run through. If we I was really counting on three
practice taking the right corners underclassmen to help bump us
and right turns and running in the up into that top spot. So when I'm
driest spots possible, it will give us out on the course and I'm tiring
us a little more of an advantage."
up, and, I won't be thinking 'Oh
In regards to the second factor, I'm just a freshman I have three
UMaine claims to have one of the more years,' I'll be thinking of the
tighter squads in the league. After three seniors and how this is it for
talking with them for barely 10 them. Who cares about us. The
minutes, one would be hard- least I can do is to have a good
pressed to argue against them.
showing."
"I think the chemistry between
Fate and maybe a few headus all can only help," said Davis. lines await the Black Bears
"We know each other personally. Saturday at II a.m.
We all hang out together. We're
"I just think it's all coming
pretty socially awkward with other together now," said Englehutt. "If
people, especially the ladies. But everyone runs how they're capawe use that to our advantage and ble of running, we will win it.
bring it out on the course. We've been sticking with the plan
Whenever someone is struggling all year and now that the race is
we will yell and support him to get here there is no reason that we
him back up."
should all turn or anything. We
Combine those two factors with just know that we belong there.
a clear-cut strategy and the Black One way or another we're going
Bears are prepared to take on the to step it up and pull it together at
8k course that runs throughout the the end of the season."

I feel like I'm doing a Barry
Bonds column all over again. After
game two of the World Series,
Major League Baseball was once
again caught knee-deep in a whodunnit with more plot twists than an
early episode of "Murder She
Wrote." What was that mysterious
substance on Kenny Rogers' hand?
Well, first of all, let's look at
some of the facts. Kenny Rogers has
had this substance on his hand
before. This has been shown from
video and still shots of him during
other October games this season.
Cardinals manager Tony La Russa
knew about this, as did the Oakland
As and the New York Yankees I'm
sure. Whatever FOX Sports thinks
they discovered first was likely discovered weeks ago by competing
Major League teams who have more
video surveillance than the FBI. So
if all of the Tigers' opponents knew
it was on his hand before Sunday
night, you can bet the Tigers knew
about it to. My question would then
be: if the Tigers knew about it, why
would they send their ace pitcher out
to the mound to certainly get
caught? Chances are they probably'
wouldn't,and if there was any suspicion about the substance itself they
would have told Kenny to wipe it off
before he got out there. And then if
Rogers really thought he was cheating and had an advantage, why
would he be so careless to wave it
around national television?
The second topic of discussion
that no one seems to be mentioning
is where this substance was placed
on his hand. For anyone who has
seen the pictures, the brown stuff
was located in the base of his thumb

and palm. Anyone who understands
the biomechanics of pitching a baseball should also realize that this part
of the hand has nothing to do with
the release of a baseball. The grip of
a ball takes place within the fingertips,excluding a pitch or two like the
circle change and a slow curveball.
Regardless of the grip, the fingertips
and wrist control all pitches, even
those pitches with a deep grip. The
base of your thumb and palm has
nothing to do with your release.
What this means is that the substance in question could only have
been advantageous for drying off
Kenny's fingertips, or nothing at
all.
One other point that no one is
debating is Rogers' warm-up habits.
For the worst-case scenario, let's
assume that the substance was in
fact pine tar. Maybe Kenny uses
some pine tar to help him throw his
pre-game bullpen, and he honestly
forgot to wipe it off. There is nothing
illegal about that. It's important to
point out that the umpire must feel
that Rogers was using this foreign
substance intentionally. If Rogers
did not intend to use it, he is simply
told to wipe it off and move on. If
the substance was dirt, which is in
fact a legal substance,as is rosin,and
any combination of the two, Rogers
could have kept it on his hand all
night.
The bottom line is that a lot of
people aren't accepting this as a
harmless situation and that Kenny
Rogers is as legit as he seems. Sure,
there is certainly a possibility that
Rogers was cheating, by using a foreign substance, and that he got away
with it. But all things considered, the
chance of that is quite unlikely. No
matter what Tony La Russa and the
Cards thought the substance might
have been,they chose not to order an
investigation.
Nevertheless, a minor investigation was conducted, and the substance was removed. Let's do the
same thing for Kenny Rogers that he
did for us. Let's wipe this misunderstanding up and get on with the
World Series.
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Chicks dig Madden, and STRENGTH
not just the designer shoes
From Page 20

By Jenna LavaIlee
Copy Editor
There are sports fans, and
then there are sports fanatics.
There are those who watch
sports to fill in the void between
"Friends" reruns on TBS, and
then there are those few who
keep ESPN on 24/7 to make
sure every free throw, touchdown or birdie putt is accounted
for. Tossed in that salad bowl of
all different flavor fans, there
are us girls, the croutons.

•

Commentary
Some of sports' most colorful fans are surprisingly not
men with their faces smeared
with their team's colors. They
are strong, smart, intelligent
women, who can tell you that
John Madden is not a famous
shoe designer — although Steve
Madden is pretty talented in his
own right. And, not to scare
you, but there are more of us out
there than you think.
Now most of us are not
pulling your leg. Our lingo and
statistical knowledge are the real
deal. We are not watching these
contests of spectacular athleticism just to please our
boyfriends or to drool over Tom
Brady's excellent gluts for two
to three hours on a Sunday afternoon, which is just an added
bonus in the grand scheme of
things. Some of us really do
enjoy a good match, whether it's
a NASCAR race or Tiger Woods
putting his way to another
Masters' victory.
Don't get me wrong, I'm not
saying that the female fan is a
new development; I'm simply
trying to plant the idea that
females have moved from sim-

ply cheering on the sidelines to
actually holding in-depth conversations with their male buddies down at the bar on Thursday
nights.
"Women have invested in
their favorite sport (emotionally,
intellectually, and financially),
for years; but their passion, commitment and interest is quite different than that of their male
counterparts," according to
http://www.femmefan.com.
It's true we don't have to be
tomboys or be involved with
teams to like sports. A lot of it
depends on how we girls are
raised. For instance, my family
always had basketball surging
through the boob tube, and I'm
talking good ol' Boston Celtics
hoops, featuring the fantastic
Larry Bird, Kevin McHale and
Robert Parish. Now, that was
basketball.
Over the years, I have noticed
that the ever-growing community of sports fans has come to
appreciate its female fanatics.
Once folks realized that the
"femmefan" was a serious
movement, they began to welcome these ladies with open
arms. Even team apparel wasn't
available in women's sizes, foreing the female fan to try and fit
into logo apparel meant for 300pound men. Oh how the times
have changed.
So, fellas, if a girl comes up
to you and asks you what you
thought about the incredible
punt return during an epic
Monday Night Football exhibition or if Dale Jarrett can rack up
the 75 points needed to pull
ahead in the Nextel Cup, try to
keep your tongue in your mouth
please. And try not to drool on
her nice new "John Maddens,"
— wink wink!

weekend against Rhode Island,traditionally one of the top running teams
in the Atlantic 10 and chewing up
over 200 yards per game on the
ground.
"This is a far greater challenge
because [URI" is a team that won't
allow us to stop the run, they will
keep running at us," said UMaine
coach Jack Cosgrove.
Rams coach Tim Stowers
employs the triple option he made
famous at Georgia Southern in the
early 90s. It's a different tripleoption than what UMaine is running
because the primary formation is a
double-wing, whereas the Black
Bears line-up is a spread set The
wishbone leaves a fullback behind
the quarterback, and that makes mismatches for the defense.
"The fullback is the key to the
operation, and Joe Casey is their
guy," said Cosgrove."He's a rugged,
cagey guy who can also run from
side to side."
Casey, who's amassed 687 yards
this year, ran for 1,245 yards and
scored eight touchdowns in a freshman season that earned him Atlantic
10 Rookie of the Year honors. If the
Black Bears are to win their fourth
straight and improve their 5-2, 4-0
record, stopping Casey will be the
key.
"The big thing here is team
defense; everyone has to do their
job," Cosgrove said. "Their offense
works when they find an undisciplined part of the defense and exploit
it."
The Black Hole is led by seniors
and All-America candidates Mike
DeVito and Matt King,a pair ofteam
captains who are tied for the A-10
sacks lead with 6.0 each. The Rams
have a new quarterback this year, as
all-time leading scorer Jayson Davis
was lost to graduation. Even in a runfirst offense, pressuring Derek
Cassidy will be one of UMaine's
focuses.
Edge linebacker Jovan Belcher
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ROYAL PAIN — Matt King aims to harass a ball carrier.
has been a big part of success against
the run. Bringing All-American safety Darren Stone into the box makes
the defense look less like the all-blitz
unit that was famous in the days of
Dennis Dottin-Carter and Stephen
Cooper, and more like a balanced,
multi-faceted championship group.
"We've done a good job this year
messing with quarterbacks' minds,"
Cosgrove said. "We're as deep as
we've ever been and that lets us
mask blitzes. The quarterback thinks
we're coming and we're not and that
keeps him off balance."
That depth is in a secondary that
features seniors Alex Goyins and Joe
Vanidestine, who allow the Black
Bears to roll out nickel and dime
packages that feature coverage
schemes that confuse the opponent.
"Alex and 'Joey V' are veteran
guys, they've been around, and they
give us some options that we haven't
had," Cosgrove said.
As a team,the Black Bears are
not nearly as one-dimensional as
they seem. The defensive dominance has been complimented by
an offense capable of scoring in
bunches with quick strikes, and
capable of controlling the clock.
In last week's 21-10 homecoming win over Hofstra, UMaine
scored 21 straight points in the
first half, then held the ball for

12 minutes in the second half.
"You might look and see the second half shutout last week and be
disappointed. But I was happy that
we were able to hold the ball and
keep Hofstra off the field. We
should've scored again to put them
away, but that's been addressed this
week," said Cosgrove.
Rather than relying on the Black
Hole to bail them out,the offense has
taken on complimenting their teammates by playing field position and
putting up points.
"In all phases of the game we're
playing well," said quarterback Ron
Whitcomb. "When we get up"we
know they can hold it, and we take
less chances because we want teams
to have to drive 80 yards on our
defense."
UMaine will also be weary of the
Rams' record. They've been pounded by UMass and UNH in recent
weeks, and that's always dangerous
for an A-10 team.

"We have to remember where we
were last year, and how we buckled
down and beat some teams that didn't take us seriously," Cosgrove said.
"They are looking to regroup and get
back to doing what they do, and we
don't want it to come at our
expense."
Saturday's kickoff in Kingston,
R.I. is slated for noon.
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Rugby smothers PC MINUTE
By Joseph Burnham
For The Maine Campus
The smiles of the University of
Maine men's rugby team couldn't be
hidden behind the mud and dirt that
covered their faces. The Black Bears
beat the Friars of Providence College
27-7 on Saturday in the opening
round of the playoffs. With the win,
UMaine improves to 6-0 on the season, and will travel to Middlebury
College this weekend for a two-day
Ivrnament where they will compete
Tar a chance to go to the national
championship.
The game was intense from the
start, with both teams trying to feel
out the other's style of play and seeing what weaknesses they could
exploit. The Black Bears struck first
when sophomore Rocco Andreozzi
received a pass up the sideline that he
was able to run in for a score, making
the score 5-0. The Friars responded
with a try of their own, and with the
conversion kick took the lead 7-5.
This is the first time UMaine has
trailed in a game for over 420 minutes. Just before the half, speedy
sophomore wing Ian Larson was
able to run past the Providence
defense and take the lead back for the
Black Bears, a lead that they refused
to yield.
'
4'In the second half, the teams
switched sides, and with a strong
wind to kick into, the Friars began to
lose field position. After a conversion kick made it 13-7, the Black
Bears scored again, and the game
looked like it was getting out of hand
with a 20-7 tally. With less than 10
minutes left, Providence College
began to play with a sense of•

urgency, and pushed deep into
UMaine territory.
After a mishandled pass, senior
Mark Grimes picked the ball up off
of the ground and took off running.
He was pulled down from behind,
but running behind him was freshman Ken Harvey, who grabbed the
ball and ran it in for his first try ofthe
year.
"Providence had the wind the
first half, and used it well. They
kicked a lot and pinned us back in
our zone for long periods of time,
not allowing us to get lots of
momentum,"said Harvey."The second half we had the wind and we
were able to clear the ball easily.
This gave us lots of space to work
with, and made it easy to work the
ball out and get it down the line."
UMaine's women's rugby team
traveled to Durham this Sunday to
take on the WilcWats of the
University of New Hampshire. The
Black Bears were on the wrong side
of the scoreboard, losing 17-10,
making their final record for the
year 2-3. This was the second
straight year that the women have
improved their record.
The game started off in the
Wildcats' favor as after three
scores, they went into the half leading 17-0.
At the half, coach Desmond
was able to take the team and get
them settled down. UMaine came
out with new confidence, and
began to outplay UNH in all
aspects of the game. The two
scores of the game were scored by
sophomore Amanda Kulik and by
senior Kylie Newman. UMaine
ultimately fell 17-10, though.

From Page 20
"Sometimes you just have to keep
working hard and hopefully good
things will continue to happen."
The road sweep of a non-conference opponent was UMaine's first in
nearly three years.
"We're obviously feeling good
about what we did in North Dakota
but we're not going to get too ahead
of ourselves," said forward Rob
Bellamy, who sat out of practice
Tuesday with a sore groin but is
more than ready to play against the
Minutemen. "We know that teams
are going to be gunning for us.
They're always gunning for us.
We're just going to approach every
weekend like we have been."
The No. 1 ranking, a first in three
years for UMaine,is not the big concern. Rather, their focus is on
UMass.
"In college hockey you play so
many games the polls change just
about every week," said Whitehead.
"We're not going to get too high or
too low on what the polls say."
Still, the poll could have some
effect on the decision, most notably
from
UMass' corner. The
Minutemen will enter the match up,
their first Hockey East duel, confident after upbeat outcomes against
Clarkson and Sacred Heart. In those
two contests, the Minutemen tied
Clarkson 3-3 and knocked off the
Scarlet Knights. Behind each night's
outcome was sophomore Cory
Quirk. In a mere two games, Quirk
has registered a goal and two assists.
These three points place him atop the
UMass scoring chart. Quirk and senior Matt Anderson are two of the
many quality players in Hockey East
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that seem to get overshadowed by
the bigger marquee names.
Unwilling to overlook any program,
Whitehead avoids the urge to discount the Minutemen.
"I really think they will be a
sleeper this year," said Whitehead.
"I've thought that from the start.
They've only played two games, but
hey,they've won and tied. Obviously
they will be geared up, they have
UNH [today] and us on Saturday.
This is a weekend I'm sure they have
been looking forward to for a long
time, so we will have our fans full."
On the minds of all the Black
Bear skaters will be Anderson and
P.J. Fenton. Already with two assists,
Anderson will likely bring an unexpected amount of speed to the ice for
the Minutemen.
At the same time, Whitehead is
quick to note the Black Bears need to
avoid the sin bin. The Black Bears
have already allowed an uncharacteristic five man-down goals.
"Against any team you want to
make sure you stay out of the penalty box," said Whitehead."Hopefully
we will capitalize on some mistakes
they make. We've been working on
that area; obviously it's early on in
the year so we're trying to make sure
the freshmen and sophomores know
how important it is to stay out of the
penalty box."
If netminder Ben Bishop continues to play like he has on the penalty
kill so far, then the squad should be
fine no matter what. Last Saturday,
Bishop sent shock waves up and
down the college hockey world by
looking utterly impenetrable during
back-to-back 5-on-3's. The pivotal
standoff by Bishop helped the Black
Bears conclude their weekend
sweep. The effort helped push Big
Ben's record to 5-0-0 and give him a
1.49 goals against average and a.944

save percentage. Bishop has logged
all but 18 minutes in net throughout
the season.
On the opposing side of the ice,
Jon Quirk will need to be on his
game against the pumped up Black
Bear offense. In two games, Quirk
has recorded a 2.98 goals against
average and a .920 save percentage.
"We just got to chip the pucks
deep on offense if we want to beat
their defense," Bellamy said. "We'd
like to start off and get real physical
on them and wear them down a little
bit."
Buoyed by Michel Levielle, the
offense will not be swayed. with a
team-high nine points on four goals
and five assists, UMaine will look to
score three or more goals for the
sixth straight time this season.
"There is a reason why any single
guy in our dressing room got recruited to come to UMaine, and it's
because they all showed in the past
that they can play the game," said
Leveille. "I believe any single guy
can put up a point every game."
Helping out the offense — which
has gotten major assistance from
Keith Johnson and Brent Shepheard
— is freshman Teddy Purcell who
has five goals in as many games.
"Every year, you can look around
college hockey and see that your
freshman class needs to impact your
team right away," said Whitehead.
"We haven't had a big impact from
our freshmen the last couple years,
but Teddy on the other hand has done
that right from the drop ofthe puck in
captain's practice this year. The word
I kept hearing was that this kid was
he's ready to help us right away."
Purcell will lead the Black Bears
against the Minutemen on Saturday
night, with the puck slated to drop at
7 p.m. The game will be televised on
WABI in the Bangor area.
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Moving the Chains
Manzi Pierre walks on
to become top receiver
By Matt Williams
Sports Editor
If Citizens Bank is looking for its
next spokesman,they ought to check
out the football team at the
University of Maine. If the phrase
"not your typical receiver" applies to
anyone in America, it most certainly
applies to Black Bear sophomore
Manzi Pierre.
Barely a blip on the radar screen a
year ago,Pierre has since emerged as
UMaine's best receiver, a valuable
and dependable player who's a big
part of the offense. But coming out
of nowhere is nothing new for Pierre.
He spent a year at Ridley College in
Canada before deciding to walk on in
Orono without any guarantees of
continuing his football career.
"Manzi's a little different because
he came to school here on his own,
and asked for a chance," UMaine
coach Jack Cosgrove said.
Pierre's choice of U.S. colleges
came down to two, and he was
drawn to UMaine by its top-flight
civil engineering program.
"It was either Maine or Morgan
State because they both have good
[civil engineering] programs. I
thought since Maine beat Morgan
State by about 50 points [77-24 in
2003] this might be a better place for
football," Pierre said.
As a civil engineer, Pierre hopes
to work with a consulting firm,
ensuring that architects' plans are
being executed correctly and buildings are being constructed problem free.
"I'm better at math than English,
and I can see the buildings. It's not
small like chemicals or biology. I
want to be an on-site type of guy,"
Pierre said.
As a football player, Pierre has
been an on-site guy without question,
catching 16 balls for 180 yards, scoring two touchdowns and emerging as
the Black Bears' go-to-guy on third
down.
"I play [third downs] like it's the

last play of the series," Pierre
explained. "I just do everything I
have to go get the first so we can
keep going and get the score."
Pierre's uncanny ability to gain
the extra yard or two needed to move
the chains has been a welcome addition to quarterback Ron Whitcomb's
passing repertoire.
"He's definitely developed into
our No. 1 receiver. All the young
guys are learning, but he's stepped
ahead. We've been going to him and
he's been making plays; you always
like throwing to playmakers,"
Whitcomb said.

"I appreciate everything
I have because I've seen
people who are starving.
I don't take anythingfor
granted."
Manzi Pierre
UMaine football

It wasn't always that easy for
Pierre, who recalled missing practices while out of the loop and watching games from the stands during his
redshift freshman season as a walkon.
"Nobody knew me and I was
kind of a loner," Pierre said. "I just
showed up on the first day. I wanted
to play safety, but they said they didn't have a lot of receivers so I did
that."
Well-traveled is another way to
describe the 6-0, 185-pound New
York native. Besides his year at
Ridley, where the football season is
only five games long, he lived in
Ethiopia with his mother, a United
Nations peacekeeper, in 1998, at the
age of 14.
"I've lived in a lot of different
countries and that broadens my horizons. I'm not closed-minded," Pierre
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NOT YOUR

TYPICAL RECEIVER — Manzi Pierre has emerged as UMaine's best pass-

catching threat during his sophomore season.

said. "I appreciate everything that I
have because I've seen people who
are starving. I don't take anything for
granted and every time I step on the
field I know it's a blessing."
So much travel as a youth might
have hurt Pierre in terms of football;
he didn't have a chance to learn the
basics full-time in high school. But
that hasn't stopped him from
immersing himself in the nuances of
the game over the last two years.
"He had talent but it was raw talent," Cosgrove said."He never really got his feet under him in terms of
learning from a coach for an extended period of time. We've been able
to bring his physical gifts and talent
to the forefront."
Of course, learning from an
experienced group of receivers like
NFL draftee Kevin McMahan plus

Ryan Waller and Christian Perriera,
who both received NFL training
camp invitations, didn't hurt.
"I'd say he's not as fast, but his
style is more like Kevin's,"
Whitcomb said. "Coming in he didn't have a lot of football sense, but
he's come a long way. He runs good
routes and has a good sense of
depth."
Pierre, though, attributes his success not to talent, coaching or natural development, but to his own
work ethic.
"This year I've put more time
into practice and studying film. The
bar for work ethic for the whole
team has been raised and that's why
we've come together as a team," he
said.
Predominantly a spread-oriented triple-option team, the Black

Bears don't throw as much as they
have in recent years. But that doesn't bother their top receiver.
"I'm not into statistics and all
that stuff," Pierre said. "If we're
winning, I don't want to change
anything. If I'm selfish and want
the ball more but we lose, then
what's the point of throwing?"
Perhaps the most encouraging
thing about UMaine's new weapon
on offense is that he is only a sophomore, with two more seasons to
continue growing into an even
more dangerous receiver.
"It's exciting to uncover these
kinds of kids," Cosgrove said."It's
like looking at a newborn baby, so
full of potential, and when they
figure it out you say 'wow.'
"The sky's the limit for
Manzi."

The Manzi File
Height/Weight: 6-0, 185
Year: Sophomore
Hometown: Queens,
N.Y.
Major: Civil Engineering
Brithday: Dec. 22, 1984

Stat line: 16 catches,
180 yards, 2 touchdowns
Favorite TV show: "To
be honest, I don't have
a TV in my room, but I'd
have to say the Jamie
Foxx show.

Favorite movie:
Gladiator and Scarface
Favorite athlete:
Muhammad Ali
Favorite pro team: New
York Giants and
Washington Redskins

Martel and sophomore MarieAndree Canuel are both tied for
fifth in America East with 2
game-winning goals apiece.
The Black Bears have only
allowed seven goals on the season, and are on pace to break
their 2004 record of 11 goals
against. Through the entire season, UMaine did not give up a
first-half goal. UMaine had a
very balanced attack, with 13
players recording at least one

point on the season.
Now UMaine is in what is
commonly referred to as "the second season." They know that
each game they play could be
their last.
"In every game I always try to
leave it all on the field, whether it
be the first game of the season or
the last game of my career,"
Berry said. "I'm just trying to
enjoy what's left of my college
career as a Black Bear."

The Black Bears are on a quest
for a third straight America East
championship game, but in order
to do this, they will have to play
tough competition the entire tournament. The Black Bears know
that it will ultimately depend on
how they play, and not who they
play. As Berry says,"You need to #
take one game at a time and give
everything you have for that one
game, because it could be your
last."

•

the nation in goals against average [.396] and sixth in the nation
in save percentage [.903]. She
was also second in America East
From Page 20
in shutouts with 10. Junior Laura
them," said senior captain Natalie Harper had an excellent offensive
season, leading America East in
Berry.
Through the regular season, points [22], points per game
the Black Bears have not only [1.29], goals per game [.59], and
winning goals [4].
had a great showing as a team, game
Kim Stephenson was
Sophomore
indisuperb
some
they also had
vidual efforts. Sophomore goalie in the top 10 in assists per game,
Jasmine Phillips was seventh in averaging .19. Freshman Laura

TOURNEY
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Wins could propel
men's rugby to
national
championship
Page 18

Homing
Beacon

Playtime is Over: Black Bearsfocus in on con erence crown

Cross country hopes
Orono advantage
leads to AEast gold
By Matthew Conyers
Editor in Chief
No matter how much the
University of Maine men's cross
country squad laughs it off, the team
has to feel just the slightest bit
ignored.
In a season in which the team has
continually been among the best in
the region, the Black Bears have
received the same amount of press as
most high school field hockey teams.
But as head coach Mark Lech
says, that's the nature of the beast.
This is cross-country.

AMERICA EAST
CHAMPIONSHIPS
So the team moves on. They forget about the lack of attention. They
ignore the droves offans that flock to
watch a hockey game seven hours
before game time. And most importantly, they tuck away any dreams of
adorning the front page of the
Bangor Daily News.
The runners on the team do it for
themselves. And maybe, just one
day, the school, media and the public
will take notice.
Saturday, the Black Bears will
hope to attract some attention while
attempting to grab their second
America East conference championship on their home course in
Orono.
Captain Kirby Davis, who is predicted to contend for first place in the
See HOMING on Page 16
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HARD AT WORK — Members of the UMaine women's soccer team prepare for Friday's opening-round match against
Vermont in Hartford, Conn. yesterday at Mahaney Dome. The Black Bears are seeded third in the six-team field.

Women's soccer two wins from title game
By Joseph Burnham
For The Maine Campus
The time to celebrate is over,
and the time of preparation must
now begin. The University of
Maine women's soccer team will
play their opening round game of
the America East tournament this
Friday, when they take on the
Catamounts of the University of
Vermont. The game will be
played in West Hartford, Conn.,
at the field of Hartford College,

who was the regular season
champ of the America East. This
will be the second time the Black
Bears will face Vermont in the
last two weeks, with the previous
match going to UMaine 1-0.

VERMONT VS. UM
FRIDAY, OCT. 27
6 P.M.
The Black Bears finished the
regular season 13-3-1, tying the

school record for wins. They
went 5-3-0 in America East play,
which was good enough for them
to garner third seed in the tournament. Whatever the Catamounts
throw at the Black Bears, the
players will be ready for it.
"We've played 17 different
teams, so there is nothing out
there that we haven't seen" senior
McKayla Bell said."Play-offs are
the time to go play the best soccer
of the season."
When UMaine takes on

Vermont on Friday, they know
that even though their records
differ, the teams are very evenly
matched. With the memory of last
game still fresh in their mind,
UMaine knows what they need to
do differently to come out with
another victory.
"UVM keeps their defensive
line high, so we will exploit that
aspect of their game by playing
balls over the top in behind
See TOURNEY on Page 19

Something has to give: Strength vs. In a UMaine minute
Pesky UMass wants to knock off hockey
strength as Bears Rams butt heads
By Matthew Conyers
Editor in Chief

By Matt Williams
Sports Editor
The University of Maine men's
hockey team isn't the only outfit on
campus carrying a No. 1 national ranking. The Black Bears' gridiron gang
boasts an impressive No. 15 ranking as
a team, but the Black Hole defense has
done the squad one better They're the
top-ranked run defense in America.

FEATURED PLAYER:
MANZI PIERRE
PAGE 19
UMaine got there by holding its
opponents to negative yardage on the
ground the last two weeks, and allows
an average of 58 yards per game. That
stout defense will be put to the test this
See STRENGTH on Page 17
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TOUCHED DOWN — Hofstra linebacker Chris Sebald tags
UMaine quarterback Ron Whitcomb after a keeper during last
weekend's 21-10 homecoming victory over the Pride.

When the University of
Maine men's ice hockey squad
kicks off the Hockey Fast portion of their schedule Saturday
night against the University of
Massachusetts-Amherst, fans
will have something new and
impressive to celebrate.
Just six days after returning
from Grand Forks, N.D., with a
sweep of the highly touted
University of North Dakota, the
Black Bears will take the ice at
Alfond Arena with the No. 1
ranking in both college hockey
polls. The return of the No. 1
team in the country to one of the
most revered arenas in the game
has been a long time coming for
both the squad and fans alike.
Monday the Black Bears were
designated the No. 1 squad in
the land after receiving 34-of-40

first place votes. While the
achievement is another feather
in their hat, the Black Bears are
quick to put the accomplishment
in perspective.
"I think we typically have a
bulls'-eye on our backs anyway,
so if we're No. 1 whatever," said
head coach Tun Whitehead. "If
we're No. 1, No. 4, No. 10, it
doesn't matter. Either way we
are going to have a bulls'-eye so
we're fine with it."
Whitehead, who has steered
the Black Bears to a 5-0-0 record
after road trips to North Dakota
and Minnesota, is encouraged
by the success but is hoping for
more improvements across the
board.
"We're feeling good, but
we've been around long enough
to know [though] that it's a little
early,"
said
Whitehead.
See MINUTE on Page 18

